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6.1 GOLDEN CROSS UNDERGROUND-OUTCROP SCALE PROCESSES.
6.1.1 Introduction.
There are a wide variety of patterns of veining present at outcrop scale in both the
quartz and carbonate systems of the 260m RL level. These may be used in a number of
ways to elucidate different processes that were active during the opening of veins at
this scale.

On the 260RL the outcrop scale patterns of large calcite veins are often simpler to
work with than the large quartz veins. The former seem to be mostly filled by one
main phase of calcite and may be more likely to represent a single phase opening than
the more complex banded quartz veins- which obviously open in more than one phase
of activity. Nonetheless, when it comes to the opening up of individual veins at this
scale, similar patterns of opening are evident for both the quartz phase and the calcite.
Terminology.

The processes that occur at outcrop scale in the opening of larger veins also occur at a
slightly smaller scale in the opening of small veins and sometimes within individual
bands of larger veins. Therefore the 'outcrop scale7 should be seen as a continuum
which includes some processes that could more properly be labelled 'hand specimen
scale'.

There is also a continuum between vein networks and jigsaw breccias. Exactly what a
particular feature is labelled is almost arbitrary, subjective and often depends upon the
scale being considered. If the approach taken concentrates on the isolated blocks of
country rock, surrounded by quartz, the feature tends to be called 'a breccia'. On the
other hand, if the feature is seen as a seam of quartz passing through country rock it
tends to be labelled 'veining7or even 'stockwork'.
Both these approaches are valid. Sometimes it is more useful to consider the quartzfilled fracture or fracture system. Elsewhere it is more useful to talk about blocks of
country rock (or pre-existing vein material) pulling away from one another, or rotating
relative to one another, and consequently opening up gaps in the rock. Again the
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distinction is an artificial one and in most cases it is useful to hold both pictures at the
same time.

6.1.2 Common vein shapes (Fin. 57).

Gadsby, Sporli and Clarke (1990) present a summary of vein patterns observed in both
quartz and calcite veins at Golden Cross. (Note: The main author of this paper was the
author of this thesis. M.R. Gadsby is the maiden name of M.R Irwin.) This represents
a simplification of very complex patterns and presents a good way of communicating
vein shapes. Note that these represent two-dimensional sections through threedimensional objects and are purely descriptive. The basic vein shapes were initially
summarised mainly on observations from this deposit, but have been applied very
successfully to the veins of several other deposits on the Coromandel Peninsula.

a ) Straight veins: can be planar, which is often the case when they are following a
pre-existing structure, such as a pyrite seam, a joint or a fault plane. Irregular or
uneven veins can result from numerous small en echelon sets, or form very irregular
fracturing in newly broken rock.

b) Lensoid veins: These can represent the tips of the propagating veins, or isolated
segments of en echelon patterns (see below). Disruption that occurs after the formation
of the vein can also produce lensoid veins.
c) Swallowtails: These structures are due to the changes of stress pattern at the tip of

propagating veins

d) Horsetails: are similar in origin to swallowtails, but are more complicated. Some
may indicate that the main vein was not oriented as a tensional fracture (Beach, 1975).

e) Blows: are irregular protrusions on the side of more regular veins. The mechanism
of their formation is unknown. Some may be the result of irregular silicification of
country rock, others are true cavities. The relative importance of dissolution and
mechanical erosion by hydrothermal fluids and of spalling are unknown. Blows appear
to be important loci of gold mineralization in the Thames bonanzas (Merchant, 1978).
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J) Roofbursts: Irregular veins representing larger cavities often show fragments of
wall rock in the process of being detached from the walls. One mechanism would be
hydraulic fracturing under high fluid pressures. At the other end of the scale would be
implosion due to decompression (Sibson, 1987) or the energy of expansion as water
flashes to steam (Browne and Lawless 2001). Another cause of roof bursts could be
stress concentrations in the irregular vein walls.

g) Vugs: These cavities often have shapes similar to those found in limestone karst
and are often lined with multiple layers of quartz and/or calcite. Their size ranges up to
several metres length. Some occur solely in pre-existing vein fill; others extend into
the country rock. Rows of vugs seem to have been linked together to produce some of
the uneven veins described above. How many of the vugs are due to dissolution and
how many to mechanical removal of the host rock is an open question.

h) Deflected veins: Veins with a stepping geometry are very common. The angles
between adjacent segments are mostly greater than 120'. These shapes can arise from
linkage of side steps and en echelon arrays (as described below). They can also reflect
'refraction' as the vein passes from one lithology to another with different mechanical
properties.

i) Triple junctions: Can arise from the termination of one vein against another, either
in oblique or rectangular mode. If the veins are following a pre-existing joint pattern,
the terminating fracture was later than the through-going fracture. If the controlling
fractures are faults the age relations are reversed. True triple junctions with three
differently oriented branches may in some cases indicate that columnar jointing was
the controlling fracture.

j) Braids: can arise from further propagation of a lensoid vein with swallowtails at
both ends. Alternatively they can be produced by hydraulic fracturing in the centre of
a conjugate fault couple.
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k) Cross cutting veins: Recognition of cross-cutting relation hinges on seeing the
walls of one vein (older) truncated by the walls of the other (younger).

I) Breakaways: A second phase of vein opening does not follow an earlier phase along
the entire length of the vein, either because the later vein continues straight at a
deflection of the earlier phase (upper left) or because the later vein deflects (lower
right). Such structures indicate that the first vein fill strengthened the rock after the
initial fracturing and a self sealing mechanism (Ramsay, 1980) was operating.

m) Dilated offsets: can represent hydraulic opening of a fracture offset by a later fault.
It is also possible that the displacement of the offset vein took place during oblique
opening of the vein system. A third possibility is that the offset veins were linked, and
the links then developed into the major, straight vein.

n) Dilated mutual offsets: These structures are relatively common at Golden Cross
and other Coromandel deposits. They almost certainly represent hydraulic opening of
a set of mutually interacting faults.

o) Pre- or post vein II offsets: A similar pattern to that of the 'dilated offset' above,
however two phases of veining are involved. Detailed structural analysis along the
walls of vein 11 is necessary to determine whether the offset of vein I predates or post
dates vein 11.

p) Sidesteps: Many straight veins are segmented in this manner Fig. 57 shows a
sinistral sidestep). Tapers at the end of each vein can have asymmetric curvature due
to interaction of stress fields at the ends of the two segments (Pollard et al., 1982).
Control of the sense of offset is usually through the patterns of pre-existing defects in
the country rock, i.e. one vein can have an apparently random distribution in sense of
sidestepping along its length.

q) En echelon patterns: True en echelon patterns are distinguished from sidesteps by
having a uniform sense of overlap, indicating simple shear (dextral in Fig. 57)
component of deformation (Beach, 1975). The pattern can either consist of straight,
lensoid segments, or the segments can have sigmoidal terminations (Fig. 57). It is not
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clear whether these terminations indicate a certain amount of ductile shear in the en
echelon pattern (i.e. the straight central parts of the en echelons have been rotated), or
whether they represent a deflection of the en echelon veins at the outer rim of the shear
zone. In the highly brittle epithermal environment, the second mechanism is more
likely.

r) Dilational jogs: This is a small scale equivalent of the large-scale model of Sibson
(1987) for Waihi. At outcrop scale, such patterns are relatively rare. Note that arrays
of such jog veins will be sidestepping in the opposite sense (sinistrally in Fig. 57) to
the sense of movement on the faults (dextral in Fig. 57), because the faults are acting
as transforms. This also means that individual faults can terminate on the dilational
jog.

s) Linkages: In contrast to the dilational jogs described above, linkage structures are
very common at Golden Cross. They can be much more complex than that shown in
Fig. 57. Geometrically they seem to be the equivalent of the vein patterns described by
Davies and Pollard (1986). Hydraulic fracturing must be a common process in the
formation of these structures. In some areas breccias and 'stockworks' are developed
by gradual intensification of such patterns.

t) Dilatant brecciation: Where vein patterns become very complex and dense, the
individual blocks of country rock can begin to rotate against each other, leading to
tapering and triangular veins, and eventually to brecciation of the rock mass. There is,
as already mentioned, a gradation between such veining and jigsaw breccias. The scale
of observation determines whether a 'vein' or 'breccia' is observed.

The patterns described above are all two-dimensional. More complicated shapes and
patterns are possible when the third dimension is taken into account. For instance, the
linkage or the triple junction could either be representative of plane strain (i.e. the
pattern is only recognisable for one profile), or the strain could be triaxial (Hancock,
1985; Krantz, 1988) so that such patterns would have octahedral or more complex
geometry.
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6.1.3 Processes involved in opening veins.
There are two main processes that occur during the opening of veins: 1) dilational
opening, perpendicular to the vein walls (i.e. similar to tension gash opening) and 2)
shear-opening (i.e. opening occurs at lower angle to vein walls, resulting in relative
motion between opposite vein walls in a direction that is parallel to walls) (Beach,
1977; Hancock, 1985). Of course, shearing may also predate or post date the opening
of veins, and also veins may open in a sequence of events that may be of differing
nature. The pattern of veining observed, then, is the product of a combination of these
processes: pre-, syn- or post-vein shearing, shear-opening and simple dilational
opening. The actual opening vector of any given vein is very often not discernable,
due to scarcity of pre-existing markers
(More than one offset marker plane is required to uniquely define the opening
direction of a vein.). Pyrite seams and earlier vein phases may be used in some cases.
Features such as irregularities in vein walls can be matched and 'fitted back together'.
This assumes no 'in-out' movement, but is useful as a first approximation to opening
direction.

In some instances, however, there may be influences other than simple or shear
opening (or pulling apart of blocks of rock) controlling the cracks and cavities in the
rock. For example, some veins may form- or grow wider- by removal of material by
dissolution, desiccation or erosion (Schieber and Katsura,l986). These processes do
not involve dilation at all. There is evidence for all of these processes within vein fills.
The extent to which the small scale may be taken to reflect the larger scale in this is
unclear. Other processes include intrusion of fluids in a way analogous to igneous
intrusion, and gravity causing overhanging pieces of country rock to spa11 off in some
situations.

It may be that on a smaller scale, processes occurring within veins are dominated by
factors such as turbulent flow, density and viscosity of the fluid, buoyancy,
convection, gel-like deposits and the extent of solidification of earlier phases (see
previous chapter) (Schieber and Katsura, 1986; Dong et al, 1995). On the larger scale
the most influential factors are such things as the stress system and country rock
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strength (which is in turn dependent upon the amount and type of alteration which it
has suffered) and location, spacing and orientation of pre-existing weaknesses (Sibson,
1989). Of course, where the rock that is being fractured happens to be an earlier vein
material, both sets of factors may be at work. It is important to bear all this in mind
when considering whether it is valid to carry assumptions across different scales.

Close examination of certain outcrops illustrates these processes at work. Again,
calcite veins are often simpler to work with than quartz veins. This is partly because
they have simpler internal structure than the quartz veins, but also, because they post
date the quartz, it is often possible to use the crosscut quartz veins as markers for the
opening. A number of calcite examples are therefore presented first (Figures 58-63),
before showing more complicated quartz veins (examples 64-68). The quartz and
calcite veins are assumed to have opened under similar mechanisms.

A) Carbonate cross-cutting quartz vein porn the south wall of the northern crosscut
(Fig.58).

The position of the blocks of rock on either side of the thin, irregular, vertical-steep SE
dipping calcite vein may be reconstructed for the time prior to opening of the calcite
vein. This is done assuming no in-out movement of the blocks by lining up the dark
quartz vein on each block to become a single, continuous vein (Fig. 58(v), (vi),(vii)).
(In many instances, where the walls on either side of the vein do not match, one should
be cautious about making this assumption. Here we may check its validity by
comparing the two walls of the tunnel to see whether the same deformation satisfies
both outcrops of the vein (Fig. 58 (i) & (ii)). The offset of the quartz vein cannot be
achieved by a simple opening perpendicular to the walls of the calcite vein. There
must be an element of shear either prior to or during calcite vein opening. It is unlikely
that the offset occurred after the veining, since there is no clear shear plane. In other
localities the calcite veins which follow pre-existing features have very straight,
regular sides. The irregularity of the walls of this vein suggests that this is not the
process occurring here. It seems, then that this calcite vein opened with a distinct
element of SE upwards shear along with the opening. If there is no in-out movement
of the blocks on either side of this vein, (i.e. if we are looking at the plane which
contains true opening direction) then lining up the two sides of the quartz vein results
in a small jog remaining, rather than complete closure of the calcite vein.
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The calcite vein broadens on the opposite (north) wall, and upwards (Fig. 58(ii),(iv)).
Here it dips steeply northwestwards-vertically. Where the vein widens towards the
back (ceiling) it involves a significant amount of brecciation, with breccia clasts lining
up causing a streaky appearance which tends towards horsetailing of the vein. If a
similar shear (west side down) is removed from this vein as was removed from the
previous picture (Fig. 58(viii),(ix),(x)), it would also more or less close up the vein,
apart from leaving a small gap of the opposite sense in the upper parts of the vein. This
is compatible with the opening postulated for the vein on the south wall of the tunnel.
The widening of the vein on this wall infers that some relative rotation of the blocks
on either side of the vein has occurred, and in this there may also be a greater initial
shear on the northern outcrop than the southern. This indicates some in-out movement
has occurred, and the two outcrops, while indicating a similar mechanism, are not
perfectly compatible. The vein is cut in the northern outcrop by a later straight, black
fault plane. Due to the strike of this plane it does not appear in the opposite picture.
However, this shows that further faulting occurred after the calcite veining.

B) Jog in north wall of small drive off main drive (Fig. 59).
This dilational jog clearly shows that shear occurred as the vein opened (top to left-i.e.
west) (Sibson, 1985). Reconstruction (closure of the jog) indicates that opening
occurred in two phases, possibly separated by a very short time interval (inset, Fig.
59). The most likely scenario is that the jog and most of the thicker vein opened first,
followed by the smaller vein above the clasts in the west wall of the jog. This smaller
vein possibly opened as a result of the breccia clasts spalling off the ceiling of the jog
in a fashion similar to a roof burst. Opening of this vein seemingly occurred simply
and without significant shear.

Note that in the background country rock, dark shears, some with a small amount of
calcite fill, run parallel to the sides of the jog.
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C) West wall, main drive. Very regular and very irregular veins (Fig. 60)
This example is included to highlight the process whereby veins following early
structures tend to have very straight, regular walls (Fig. 60(i), (ii)). The thick vein in
the left (north) of the picture follows a dark pre-existing feature- possibly a shear. In
some places it has followed the dark seam on one side, elsewhere it followed the other
side and sometimes it has split the seam in two (i.e. black material may occur on one
vein margin, the opposite or both). Opening seems to be relatively simple, though one
cannot ascertain the amount of shear accompanying opening of this vein. The fracture
was apparently opened and filled in one period- as suggested by the symmetrical
nature and central cavity of the vein fill.

It seems that in the central part of the picture that other pre-existing shears are
providing the locus of shear during the formation and relative movement of breccia
clasts during opening of smaller veins.

The example in Fig. 60 (iii) & (iv) shows a very irregular calcite vein which does not
follow a pre-existing feature, and does not have a dark rim. The sides of this vein do
not match, indicating that either material has been removed by erosion1 dissolution or
else there has been significant in-out relative movement of the country rock blocks on
either side of the vein. It is interesting to note that the roof burst feature in the hanging
wall of the vein. Breccia clasts of a 'jigsaw' -type breccia are almost exclusively in
the hanging wall part of the vein, and only present in the footwall where it is vertical.
This seems to imply pieces falling off the ceiling of the vein and coming away from
the steepened floor, possibly under the influence of gravity.

D) Mutually offset veins. East wall of the main drive (Fig.61).
There are two possible ways of reconstructing these veins.
1) (Fig. 61-page 71 of Volume Two). This is based on the assumption that a dark
seam crosscut by the veining was initially a single feature crosscut by a fault and
vein. This may be discounted because the intermediate stage does not work: the
reconstruction leaves large gaps that are not easily explained.
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2) (Fig. 6lctd-page 72 of Volume Two). This assumes that the steeper vein opened
out later and that there are three faults offsetting the dark seam. This is more
likely, since removing this vein actually makes the shallower vein continuous.
There must have been some sinistral faulting along this vein, either before,
simultaneous with, or after opening. The likely sequence is shown.

E) 'Mutually offset vein', east wall, main drive (Fig. 62).
This cross-pattern with apparently mutually offset veins is a little misleading (Fig.
62(i)). On plotting the orientations of the four vein segments it is apparent that there is
not a single intersection line for the whole pattern (Fig. 62(ii)). Three of the vein
segments intersect in the same orientation, but the south 'limb' has quite a different
intersection. Three-dimensional diagrams show that the cross-pattern seen on the
outcrop is highly dependent on the actual cut through the system of veins (Fig. 62(iii)
& (iv)). The two shallow veins, although they strike similarly, dip in opposite

directions to one another. The inset shows two possibilities for the outcrop pattern that
would be observed if the outcrop were cut back just a few metres. The main
implication is that, in this instance, the cross pattern cannot be explained by simple
opening up of two simultaneously operating, mutually offsetting fault planes. The two
shallow veins never were one single fault plane. This illustrates the need for careful
field observations when interpreting two-dimensional outcrop patterns.

F) Large calcite vein, east wall of main drive (Fig. 63).
1) Opening mechanism.

Reconstruction of this outcrop pattern involves 'moving' together the blocks of
country rock to the position that leaves the simplest initial configuration- i.e. the
configuration with the simplest and smallest gaps. It seems that the south dipping part
of this pattern started out as a dilational jog between two faults, which also opened out
to become veins themselves. One of these is the thick, north-dipping vein. In support
of this theory is the dark black seam which rims the north-dipping vein, and the
jasperoidal material (shown on the mapped section) associated with its southern
counterpart. These rims are cross cut by the thinner carbonate veins and clearly
represent some pre-existing feature. This model suggests faults. This also suggests that
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the jasperoidal material that drops from the thick north-dipping vein was also a fault
that was not opened out by later veining.

When the main jog opened there seems also to have been an element of transform
opening along a shear running parallel to the unfilled shear mentioned above. This
shear now represents the very steep northernmost margin of the jog. Transform
opening of the jog must have occurred after the main dilational jog formation in order
to achieve the observed geometry (This is because the top and bottom of the south
dipping portion do not match. Since the transform affected the two sides differently,
they must have been separated at the time the transform operated). The transform
fault has the right kind of orientation for it to be an antithetic Riedel shear (Wilcox et
al., 1973), but it has the same movement sense as the main shear (dextral).

The small vein that branches from the south-dipping part of this vein pattern also has a
dilational jog at the point of branching. This has the same sense of shear (dextral) as
the larger jog and may represent a synthetic Riedel shear (Wilcox et al, 1973).
Opening of this vein by dextral shear opening also opens up the northernmost fault to
become the north-dipping vein.

The irregular feature associated with the thin vein that drops out from under the southdipping jog is of unclear origin. It is itself rather irregular and may represent a jog
opening in response to consecutive opposite shear, or the irregularity may be caused
by a crosscutting shear, maybe even jogs on crosscutting shears.
2 ) Orientation analysis (Fig. 63ctd).
Stereonets are presented to show how intersection lines are oriented and how they
change across this outcrop.
The plot of all intersection lines has two distinct clusters- one NE and shallow, one

NW and slightly steeper. There are also a couple of intersections that fall more
easterly. The intersections are separated according to location as follows:
(ii)

Main thick veins at north of section.

(iii)

Thinner veins above these.

(iv)

Intersections of these thicker veins and the thinner veins below them.

(v)

Other intersections below them.
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Thicker veins to the south of the section.

It is easy now to see that the NW cluster on the summary plot (Fig. 63ctd (i)) comes
from the thicker veins or those above the northern thick vein. The NE cluster on the
summary plot comes from the thin veins below the northern thick vein. The few E-W
intersections, are usually intersections between one thick vein and one thin vein from
the lower, thinner group.

This example shows how orientations of intersections between veins may vary
systematically with location, even on a metre scale. This systematic change probably
indicates that three-dimensional strain is present. The other alternative, that the two
groups belong to different times, is a little difficult to disprove since crosscutting
relationships are sometimes very difficult to identify in the carbonate veins

G ) Simple triple-junction quartz vein from the north wall of the northern cross-cut
of the 260m RL (Fig. 64).
1) Reconstruction of the pattern prior to opening.
Opening of this pattern involves the relative movement of three blocks of country
rock. Fitting these blocks back together shows that more opening occurred by moving
the lowermost block downwards relative to the other two blocks, than by pure
dilational opening of the veins by perpendicular pulling apart of the blocks. This
means that shear opening was the most significant mode of opening within this
pattern. The uppermost, thinnest vein of the three may have opened by perpendicular
movement of the upper two blocks of rock away from one another. This analysis does
not account for any movement in or out of the section, but no matter how much 'inand-out' movement occurred, this pattern requires shear opening of at least the lower
two veins.

2 ) Filling of the veins.
The relatively simple banding pattern within the veins, with bottryoidal growth
patterns present, seems to imply that the veins were filled by precipitation of quartz
onto the walls of cracks which were held open. It is not clear how long the filling
would have taken. Even though the fill is more structurally complicated in the
lowermost vein, the three veins have similar fill sequence, with no apparent cross
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cutting phases running from one vein to another. It is therefore likely that the three
were held open and filled simultaneously (or simultaneously opened over a period of
time, filling as they opened, but an open gap always being present at the centre of the
veins until the very last phase of filling).

It is interesting to note that the thinner, uppermost vein (vein a of Fig. 64ctd.) seems to
have as almost as many phases to its fill as the much thicker veins beneath it (veins b
and c of the same figure) - i.e. it probably did not close up much sooner than the other
two veins, despite being thinner. This may simply be because the thinner fracture
restricted the flow of fluid through it, so less precipitated in this vein than the others.
The implication that follows is that the fluid flow was predominantly lateral through
the veins and not upwards in this part of the system. (Healey and Hochstein, 1973;
Barton et al, 1971).
Although the lower two veins (b and c of Fig. 64ctd.) have a similar number of phases
of filling to vein a, they indicate a more complicated style of filling- especially the
lowermost of the two (b). This is probably connected with the hydrology of the
system- which way the fluid flowed through the veins, the velocity and volume of the
flow and such factors as local turbulence and disruption of the flow in different parts
of the veins. The apex of the lower block, where the flow through the two thicker
veins would have met- and probably turbulence or eddies formed, shows a history of
brecciation and recementation. The lowermost vein also has more complex
relationships than the other veins, possibly with some bands being pulled from the
walls by the influx of later fluids, and complicated mixing of later phase (especially
the latest black and grey) silica precipitates. Some of the patchy nature of the fill in the
lower vein may be due to 'intrusion' of the later phase quartz from out of section. This
could easily happen if the fluid itself were flowing laterally through the fissures in a
similar direction, as already postulated.

The three-dimensional diagram of the triple junction pattern shows clearly that the
particular outcrop pattern observed is very dependent upon the orientation and location
of the walls of the drive (Fig. 64ctd. (i)). If the outcrop ran E-W only two of the veins
would be seen. The same would be true if the current outcrop were cut back a few
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metres. It is important to bear in mind, then, that the observations made at outcrop
always provides only a small portion of a greater, three-dimensional picture.

For this particular picture we can address some of this problem by plotting the veins
on a stereonet (Fig. 64ctd.(ii)). The three veins have a common intersection line,
which may be related to 0 2 . Since there is a common intersection line we may assume
that nesting the intersection lines back together removes at least one component of the
opening. Of course we still do not know how much 'in and out' movement occurred,
so this is not an opening vector. However, the 'opening plane' may be constructed by
assuming that both the intersection line and the 'apparent opening direction', as
measured on the outcrop, both lie in a plane which also contains the true opening
orientation. It is possible that if the intersection line does represent the local 0 2 , then

03

may fall within the opening plane, at 90' to the intersection line. For a single outcrop
like this, this is difficult to prove. It is possible, though, that a pi-plot of poles to such
opening planes may show something more of the opening patterns. If poles to opening
planes spread in a great circle pattern, the pole to the great circle would represent a
significant structural orientation during the opening, possibly the overall orientation of
63.

This technique requires relatively simple opening of veins with a single intersection
line present. Unfortunately not much of the right type of information has been
gathered on such veins. In future it is possible that work on the simplest, stepping vein
patterns will prove most useful for checking this hypothesis.

H) Panorama of the north wall of the northern crosscut of 26Om level (Fig. 65).
The triple junction vein pattern of Figure 8 is crosscut by a very complex, beautifully
banded, shallowly dipping quartz vein. This vein is presented in panorama in Figure
65.
This example shows that even very shallow veins can be very wide. In an epithermal
environment this is not expected, as it requires opening (i.e. a3) in a vertical direction
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and overcoming of the weight of the overburden of rock basically by fluid pressure.
(see discussion).

The vein branches out from the main steeply west dipping Empire Vein. Unfortunately
the outcrop of the main, steep vein (just west of this panorama) was not accessible for
detailed study, as it was hidden behind beams needed to stabilise the outcrop. It is
clear, however, that the shallow vein branches out from the main vein, crosscutting
some parts of it. It is also worth noting that the triple junction vein discussed in
example one, which is crosscut by this vein, is of a similar orientation to the main
'hanging wall vein'. Those who have worked on other levels in the deposit describe
'footwall veins' which branch out very shallowly from the main steep 'hanging wall
vein' and are always coeval with or post date the hanging wall vein, but are never
earlier. This vein has all the same features as these 'footwall' veins as described for
other levels (Begbie, 1997, Mauk et al., 1998).

The vein runs roughly horizontally for several metres and then curves upwards to dip
moderately westwards before disappearing into the back (ceiling). As it steepens, the
vein also thins markedly- a feature that is also observed in other shallow stepping
veins. An irregular jog in the steeper section of the vein indicates reverse separation.
This requires a steep 03, which fits with the opening of the shallow vein. Most of the
earlier phases are not present in the steeper part of the vein, so at an earlier stage of its
development, the flat- lying vein pinched out to the east. The final phase of opening of
the whole vein also extended it, producing the steeper section. Fluid flow would have
been more limited within the steeper part of the vein since it is, on the whole, much
thinner than the flat-lying part. This may once again indicate that lateral flow through
the veins would be the most significant (Healey and Hochstein, 1973).

Complex banding:
The internal structure of the flat segment of this vein is highly complex, and a
comprehensive interpretation of its history will not be presented. Rather it will be used
to illustrate certain features that are easily highlighted. The textures observed were
formed by a combination of vein opening and reopening, and also a variety of filling
processes. This was addressed in detail in the previous chapter. Internal structure will
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only be discussed here when the vein fill offers additional information on how the vein
opened.

The banding in the broad, shallowly dipping segment of the vein shows complex
crosscutting relationships, indicating a cyclic nature of opening and sealing of
different parts of the vein. Once again, this is evidence that the banding of the vein
represents two cyclic patterns: firstly the cycle of open-seal-open, and secondly a
cyclic change of grain size, and possibly pyrite content, resulting in the alternation of
colours. This was discussed in the previous chapter. In contrast, the steeper segment of
the same vein has much more simple, symmetrical banding indicating passive
precipitation onto the walls of a cavity that was held open for the duration of the
filling. This shows how relatively simple veins may become part of more complex
veins in other localities.

It seems that some parts of the flat lying, banded vein in this example are more
complex than others. These include contorted banding, open cavities with very
complex shapes-certainly not matching walls, 'pinch and swelly type geometries and
places of severe brecciation of earlier vein material. These contrast with other parts of
the vein where banding is relatively consistent over distances of a couple of metres.
Strikingly, where the fill is most complex, almost invariably the black silica is
involved. Where the fill has the simplest, most passive appearance, white material
predominates. These least complex parts frequently represent large clasts of earlier
vein material in a black matrix. It seems that observations at the outcrop scale support
those made in hand specimen: on the whole, the black material has a much faster,
more violent, forceful emplacement than the white silica.
The complexities in the black silicic material show a range of characteristics. In some
places it seems as though the pre-existing vein material was predominantly quite
coherent and behaved brittly during brecciation by the black material. Elsewhere the
contortions in the banding show that the infiltration of the black material was into a
much less coherent material, more ductile, possibly gel-like host. This may be related
to the length of time that had elapsed between the white and black pulses, and
processes such as desiccation.
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I) Panorama of the main ore body 'hanging wall vein' fiom the south wall of the
southern cross-cut, 260m RL (Fig. 66).
1) Vein- parallel faulting.

The basic pattern is of a very broad vein, with bands essentially parallel to its edges,
dipping steeply westwards. This is cross cut by a shallow dipping, stepping, simply
banded vein, then secondly by late calcite veins.

On closer inspection the pattern is not nearly as simple as it first appears, and the
geometry of the bands and other internal features can only be put together coherently
if there is faulting within the broad vein, mostly band parallel, but with some splays
joining fault sections. There are several features that point to this conclusion:
-There is a striking mismatch of some bands above and below the late calcite
vein. There is distinctly more black material in the veins above the calcite vein
than below it.
-In the east (left) of the picture two 'units' are cut off by a plane. The younging
directions that are present on the opposite side of the plane preclude a simple
crosscutting relationship. ('Younging' as used here is analogous to sedimentary
'younging' or 'facing': bands within a vein that become progressively younger
northwards are said to 'young to the north'. The 'younging' on opposite sides
of a simple, symmetrical vein will be in opposing directions.) The material in
these 'units' is intensely brecciated.
-The suggested fault zones also happen to be emphasised by black material,
which may have formed during shearing.
-There are other packages of bands with contradictory younging directions that
cannot be reconciled by simple crosscutting and patterns, or opening of bands
parallel to earlier bands. The suggested fault zones isolate contradictory
younging packets from one another, suggesting that the initial pattern has been
disrupted by the faulting.
-The later, simple, banded vein stops very abruptly against one of the fault
planes. It cannot be traced across the plane at all. Unfortunately the later calcite
vein hides this to some extent, but there is certainly no correlation on the other
side of the fault plane. The separation on the fault must, then, be at least a
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couple of metres. There appears to be a slight drag on this vein suggesting a
normal movement on the fault plane.
-Generally the internal structure and banding of the broad, steep vein is very
disrupted. There are some parallel-sided packets of bands, but younging may
change abruptly across them, and they include some very irregular bands. It is
not possible to tell whether these bands formed irregular by processes such as
erosion or roofburst, or whether the irregularity is a product of the subsequent
disruption of faulting.
-The large black band in the west of the picture correlates with the very thick
black unit in the north wall (see Fig. 67). On both walls this is very fissile and
broken up in nature, and on the north wall it contains a jog which indicates
band-parallel normal shear. This fits well with that seen in this panorama of the
south wall.

It seems that there is considerable disruption and brecciation of this large vein by
exploitation of its bands by later faults with significant movement. Normal movement
seems to be most significant. The movement occurred prior to the late calcite veins,
since they are unaffected by faulting.

2 ) Black silica.
The black silica displays very interesting properties at this outcrop. It appears to form
in a very patchy fashion in some lighter layers. In some places, though, the pattern is
not so irregular as it first appears, with irregular patches stringing together to give an
appearance that can be simplified to a splaying or horsetail pattern. As already alluded
to, this may be intimately related to shearing.

The parts of the vein that are more irregularly patchy are interesting. In places they
display jigsaw brecciation of the lighter coloured quartz. Clearly the white material
was relatively coherent when the black material infiltrated it. The two did not form
conformably. It is interesting that the black material infiltrated in such an irregular
pattern. There could be a number of reasons for this: a) the earlier material may have
had a very open, vuggy structure, and the black material came along later filling in the
holes. However, this does not really explain the formation of the jigsaw breccia with
the black matrix and white clasts. b) Alternatively, the white material may have still
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been soft enough, or unconsolidated enough, that when undergoing shear, small
spaces, analogous to the jog on the north wall opened up right the way through the
white material and was filled by the black silica. c) A third possibility is that the black
material 'intruded' from out of section, fingering in like a dyke (Pollard et al., 1975).
Where the patchy black material joins together to make 'splays' this would probably
represent where the fingers are beginning to amalgamate to form the main body of the
'intrusion' of black silica. There are some places where the more continuous black
material has an appearance similar to bottryoidal material. This may also represent the
outer edges of a black silica 'intrusion' where the fingers have become amalgamated,
and show cusps (Pollard et a]., 1975). This is again a very forceful mechanism of
emplacement, rather than a passive one, which is typical of the black material. This
process was also mentioned in the section on filling of veins, since the process has
relevance to both vein opening and filling. The distinction between the two scales is
arbitrary as there is a gradation between the two in instances where later veins open
out earlier vein phases.

3) Thin, crosscutting banded vein.
The thin banded vein crosscutting the main orebody represents a whole later phase of
banding, again emphasising the cyclic nature of the processes observed at Golden
Cross. The new orientation of this vein indicates opening under a different stress
regime than the earlier vein. The crosscutting vein is shallow dipping and steps up
towards the west on slightly steeper segments. This vein is taken to be a thin example
of what Begbie (1997) and others have called 'footwall veins'. Several features of this
vein are typical of such structures observed at this level and reported in other studies
of similar veins from other levels in the system. Although this vein does not branch
from the main orebody as seen in the panorama, it does branch from the footwall of a
vein that is oriented very similarly to the main orebody and situated only a few metres
to the east of it. It is very shallow dipping and is clearly coeval with its parent vein and
later than the main orebody. All these features agree with the observations of 'footwall
veins' from other parts of the system.

Interestingly it seems that the shallower dipping sections of the vein are thicker than
the sections that dip more steeply. Apparent opening vectors on the vein seem to be
very steep. Again, this is difficult to explain in a high level environment, due to the
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problem of maintaining superlithostatic fluid pressures so close to the surface (see
discussion at the end of this chapter, section 6.1.4).

The sudden termination of this vein is due to a later fault with a throw greater than the
height of the outcrop- as discussed earlier.

J ) Thick black vein on north wall of southern crosscut (Fig.67) -opposite panorama
of Fig. 66.
This large black vein is photographed in the northern end of a small ore drive on the
north wall of the southern crosscut of the 260RL. It is the same vein as the large dark
layer in the panorama on the opposite wall.
There are several interesting features to note in this vein. Firstly, there is an obvious
jog in the dark material, filled with lighter coloured silica. This is a clear indicator of
shear occurring after the formation of the black material. The movement sense on the
jog is normal and indicates shear sub-parallel to the walls of the vein. The whole of
this black vein is very disrupted and fissile, containing broken up pieces of vein as
well as possible country rock clasts. An indistinct banding which is present at a high
angle to the walls of the vein may have formed during shearing. This would otherwise
be very difficult to explain in terms of normal vein filling processes, but could be
something akin to filling of breccia dykes from above by detritus falling down into the
open fissure, or some sort of prograding fill resulting in something like cross
stratification. Since this sort of feature is seldom seen, especially in undisrupted veins,
the hypothesis relating the layering to shear is the most likely process of formation.
Some of the clasts in the vein also seem to exhibit a very similarly oriented layering,
which also points to formation of the banding after, rather than simultaneous with, the
formation of the vein.

The inclusion of large clast of country rock in this vein may have occurred by stepping
veins branching around the clast and causing isolation from other country rock, as seen
in nearby outcrops with clasts of vein material. These large clasts of country rock may
never have been suspended in a liquid as such, but isolated by the intrusion of black
silica first on one side and then the other (inset, Fig. 67).
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Another interesting feature in this example is the thin, crosscutting vein of calcite. It
cuts up section towards the east quite steeply at first, then changes its orientation,
shallowing to follow a long, thin clast within the vein, then immediately steepens and
thickens as it reaches the end of the clast. This is a less common example of the
utilisation of pre-existing features of contrasting mechanical properties. More usual is
the later vein following an earlier vein, rather than changing orientation to follow a
clast within a vein.

K) Simple banded quartz vein crosscut by late calcite vein (Fig. 68).
The quartz vein in this example represents multiple phases of opening and sealing. The
white vein opened first, and was then crosscut by cream-coloured silica, which
followed the first vein, but not centrally. The last, darkest phase followed the edge of
the whole vein for a little way, then cut across the vein to the boundary of the earlier
two phases. Further up- as is seen in the upper photograph-the second phase of silica is
broken up by the dark, late phase.

Later veins following earlier ones is, as already mentioned, a very common
mechanism. The later phase does not automatically follow the boundaries, layering or
central cavity of earlier veins.

The thickest of the late calcite veins in these photographs has a vague banding.
Banding is never very well developed in calcite veins, although it is not uncommon for
the thickest of them to have a slight suggestion of layering parallel to the vein walls.
This calcite vein has a very narrow dark silica rim, seen particularly well on the
bottom of the vein. This rim cuts across the large quartz vein- once again indicating
that shallow-crosscutting-steep relationship in the quartz veining. The branch that
drops out more steeply from underneath the thick, shallow vein cuts across this rim,
clearly showing it was a pre-existing feature.
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6.1.4 Summarv and Discussion.
At outcrop scale veins show a wide range of shapes and patterns of varying
complexity. There are, however, some vein shapes which are observed time and time
again. These are described here from observations made on the Golden Cross deposit,
but they may equally be applied to other deposits of the Coromandel Peninsula. It
follows that similar vein formation processes have operated in the deposits. Many of
these geometries are also observed in veins from other parts of the world (e.g. Beach,

1975).
The complex range of vein patterns is due to interaction mostly of a relatively small
range of processes. Simple opening (probably frequently hydraulic opening) and shear
opening of fractures are the two main modes of vein formation. These processes,
coupled with shearing1 faulting, which may occur parallel to or crosscut and offset
veins, account for most of the structures observed. This is illustrated by the examples
in this chapter. The faulting may occur prior to veining, simultaneous with veining
(e.g. in transform opening of a vein), alternate with consecutive phases of veining (i.e.
during a hiatus between separate phases of a vein's opening history) or after veining.
Of course, all these timing scenarios result in a different final geometry. Complex
geometries occur where combinations of many such phases of deformation have
operated. The examples shown above illustrate that in many cases the history may be
unravelled, starting with simpler examples and then moving to those with a more
complex history. Because original 'bedding' is not identifiable in the underground
mine, it is not clear to what extent folding may have affected patterns at an outcrop
scale in the underground deposit at Golden Cross.

The processes by which veins are filled (discussed in the previous section) need to be
considered alongside the shape and pattern of veining because of the information
which may be gleaned about how a vein opened from the patterns observed in its fill.
This is particularly true in those veins whose fill indicates a complex cyclical history
of opening and sealing, or where the fill shows evidence that processes such as
erosion, desiccation or dissolution have occurred, resulting in removal of material or
decrease in volume.
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It is clear, then, that vein opening, resulting in complicated geometries of veining,
occur by sequences of a relatively small number of relatively simple processes. The
further processes involved in filling the open cavities also help the interpretation of
opening processes.

The opening of shallow veins in the Empire Vein Zone is rather enigmatic. When
compression occurs in rocks close to surface, it is often assumed 'intuitively' that the
easiest way for them to deform is by lifting the overburden- perhaps by opening
shallow-horizontal fractures. However, one basic problem with this theory is that in
order to open fractures in this orientation the minor principal axis of stress, would
have to be vertical. In order to move the stresses in the rock into the field where
dilation may occur, the fluid pressure would have to exceed 03, and therefore rise to at
least lithostatic pressure (Hancock,l985). Close to the surface, it is easy for fractures
to break through to the surface, which causes fluid pressures to drop back to
hydrostatic. (This is a fundamental difference between epithermal and mesothermal
deposits).

There are shallow veins at Golden Cross- some of which are several metres thickeven if there 'didn't ought to be'. This may mean that superlithostatic fluid pressures
are present in the system, at least for short periods of time, whilst fractures open up,
and that the filling of veins occurs quickly, before the fractures collapse. It is possible
that even the veins with the simplest fill opened incrementally, but didn't completely
seal, so precipitation was constantly happening into an open void, thus giving the vein
the appearance of having opened in one pulse. This would mean it is not necessary to
have huge cavities opening out and held open for significant periods.
Another possibility is that the veins were formed in a steeper attitude, and rotated to
their current orientation by tilting. The attitude of bedding in the area shows tilting has
occurred, so the relevant question is whether the tilting occurred before or after the
veins formed. Begbie (1987) favours post-tilting hypothesis, using the shallow dipping
veins as a large part of his evidence. This seems to be the most commonly held
opinion among authors who address the problem. Mauk et al. (1998) cite the
unaltered-weakly altered nature of lacustrine sediments that dip 28"-53"E as evidence
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for post mineralization tilting. However, the sediments may have acted as an aquiclude
and may not have been thoroughly altered even if they were present at the time of
hydrothermal activity.

Wills (2000) believes that the tilting occurred prior to mineralization. In the open pit
she has identified a volcanic stratigraphy (Coromandel Group) dipping 46'-65OSE,
dated as 7.8+/- 0.3 million years old, overlain by an untilted (Whitianga Group)
rhyolite sequence that underlies a 6.6 million year old andesite. From this she deduces
that tilting occurred in the 7.5-6.6 Ma time period. This overlaps with the 6.9-6.78Ma
period that mineralization falls into (from dating of Empire vein adularia and alteration
products in the open pit). Since the Whitianga group contains hydrothermal breccias
and at least patchy hydrothermal alteration, she deduces that the mineralization
occurred after the Whitianga group formation and therefore after the tilting. Her model
for the whole system includes upflow of fluids along beds that were already tilted,
from the Empire Vein Zone to the Empire Stockwork Zone of the open pit, which lies
directly updip of the underground mineralization. The argument for pre-mineralization
tilting is therefore well constructed and plausible. The shallowly dipping veins could
have formed in their current attitude, or they could have formed steeper and then
rotated.
The shape and internal structure of some veins implies that fluids moved laterally
through the system as well as vertically. Modelling of fluid flow in active systems
shows significant horizontal flow may occur (Healey and Hochstein, 1973; Browne,
1980; Grant et a]., 1982). The complete hydrology of the system may not be defined
for any one time, because of difficulties in correlating individual layers, but the great
volume of precipitates within these veins shows a huge volume of water has flowed
through the cavities. Fractures in country rock (secondary porosity) significantly
increases the amount of fluid able to flow through the system, as compared to places
where the permeability is due to primary porosity in the country rock (Norton and
Knapp, 1977). The factor that is of greatest influence, though, on the volume of fluid
flowing through the system is the interconnectedness of the fracture networks
(Ledesert et a]., 1993; Long and Witherspoon, 1985). Isolated veins do not greatly
increase the permeability of the rock nor the throughput of fluid. The overall shape
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and structure of the whole network is of critical importance to the hydrology of the
system. The hydrology at Golden Cross must therefore have been constantly changing
as new fractures opened, connecting different parts of the system, sometimes causing
significant pressure drops, whilst elsewhere the sealing by precipitates of other
fractures closed off old fluid pathways. The structural geology is again one of the
leading factors in the processes that form epithermal deposits.

Golden Cross: Map Scale Structure.
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7.1 MAP SCALE.
7.1.1 Introduction
By considering the patterns of veining seen on the 1 5 0 mapping of the 260RL,
exploration drive, a simplified picture of the network of veins may be presented. At
this scale it is clearer how the separate outcrops hang together. The quartz veining is
present only in a limited part of the exploration drive, and so this scale of mapping
reveals few additional features to those presented at the outcrop scale. The calcite
veins were present throughout most of the exploration drive- very often better
developed away from the main quartz ore body. Therefore this approach is more
useful in considering the calcite than the quartz veins of the 260RL exploration drive.
It should be noted, however, that mapping of the veins at a single horizontal level
creates only a very narrow window into a complexly interconnecting threedimensional network of fractures. It is interesting to compare the network as seen at
this one level to the picture that emerged during extensive mining of the orebody, and
to see how much can be deduced about its overall structure from studying a very small
part of it.

7.1.2 Ouartz veins.
Since the two panoramas already presented in figs. 65 and 66 constitute a large
proportion of the mapped quartz, just a couple of additional features will be addressed
here.

The basic, simplified pattern of quartz veining in the crosscuts of the exploration drive
consists of a large, steeply west-dipping body of quartz. This major body has a very
complex internal structure, but much of the banding is basically sub-parallel to the
walls of the vein. The vein apparently continued through the body of rock remaining
between the two crosscuts. (This was confirmed during mining.) The steep quartz vein
was not mapped so easily in the northern crosscut due to stabilising work. The main
steeply dipping vein, and other sub parallel veins are crosscut by (or in other cases,
branch into) very shallowly dipping veins. These may be several metres thick, and are
especially well developed in the northern crosscut.
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The most commonly observed geometry- usually in the thinner, crosscutting quartz
veins is a stepping geometry, with steep and flat segments alternating. The shallow,
crosscutting veins mentioned above may elsewhere become steeper, and so the early
steep vein, late shallow vein sequence may not apply elsewhere in the deposit. Flat
segments are frequently thicker than steeper ones (see fig. 66, thin crosscutting vein).
The veins are almost invariably seen to 'step down' to the west. In places the 'stepping
geometry' is more connected with a change in strike, and therefore apparent dip, than
a change of true dip. Overall the pattern is more complicated than it first appears, since
there are at least two main deflection line orientations present (a 'deflection line' is the
intersection line of two segments of the same vein- the line about which the vein is
deflected). The geometry may be due to connecting of en echelon segments.

Where veins step in this fashion, blocks of country rock or earlier vein material
sometimes become isolated. This type of mechanism may be important in the
inclusion of large blocks of country rock within the thicker veins (see inset, Fig. 67).

7.1.3 Calcite veins.
The most striking features about the late carbonate system at Golden Cross are, firstly,
the sheer volume of calcite present in veins, and secondly, the fact that branching
patterns are very much more common than crosscutting relationships. Calcite always
crosscuts quartz veins, but there are few examples, and ambiguous crosscutting
relationships, where calcite crosscuts calcite.

Two different coloured calcites fill the veins: orange and white. Sometimes the orange
calcite appears to be later than the white, and sometimes vice versa, but frequently the
two are seen mixed together. The two almost certainly represent the same event.

Many interesting branching patterns occur among calcite veins. Some are very regular
and variations are repeated. Slightly different patterns are observed in the main drive
from those in the crosscuts.
In the main drive, the thickest veins are usually relatively shallow, whereas the thicker
veins in the south crosscut tend to be steep. Those in the north crosscut tend to be
moderate- steep.
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1) Patterns in the main drive.
The numbered 'sections refer to the 1:50 maps in the map pocket at the back of this
thesis.

At the north of the mapped part of the exploration drive there is a very clear and
regular rectangular pattern of calcite veins (Fig. 69). The main orientation (i.e. of the
thickest, most regular veins) is 320-36012O0-60°N,and minor orientations
N-Slsteep
305-310160-89N (this is particularly important mid-section, with many small
veins having this orientation.)
040-073125-60N (This has a shallow apparent dip.) the orientation is more
important in the south of the section.

The whole vein system has a tendency to swing towards more easterly strikes in the
south of the section.
The northern end of the mapped calcite- particularly in sections 8 and 9- shows a
simple rectangular pattern that is apparent in large and small scales. (Fig. 69
(i),(ii),(iii))
South of this, in section 4 (Fig. 70), this pattern is complicated by the presence of
another set of veins (dipping moderately south), which superimposes a triangular
pattern on the previous rectangular pattern.
This pattern continues further south, in sections 3 and 2, with these S-dipping veins
becoming more obvious and the regular rectangular pattern less so. There is much less
veining all together in the south.

Basically the same pattern is observed on the west wall of the main drive (Fig. 7 1).
Some quite complicated patterns can result from these same vein sets, e.g. Fig. 7 1(ii),
section 7.
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On the west wall, section 7, the thickest veins have two main orientations (Fig. 72),
with apparent dips as in Fig. 72(i).

2) South crosscut.
In the crosscuts there is not the same volume of carbonate veins as is seen in the main
drive. In the south crosscut there are noticeably smaller and fewer veins near the main
quartz orebody. A similar pattern is present to that in that main drive- i.e. rectangular
with superimposed triangular1 parallelogram pattern (Fig. 73).

Similarity of patterns in the main drive and crosscut is partly an indication that some
intersection lines are oblique to both tunnels, and so intersect the walls of both, and
partly that there is three-dimensional strain, with more than one orientation of
intersection present.

The two main orientations present are:
3 10-330/20-40E
3 10/330/50-90E
some E-strikinghteep N-dipping veins.1l m or so west of the main ore body,
thicker veins begin to come in. These are generally steep-vertical. A change in pattern
occurs with the coming in of these thicker veins (Fig. 74). The steeper orientations are
become much more significant, though the shallower, thinner veins continue to pick
out the parallelogram patterns.
Five or six metres from the eastern end of section 5, steep E dipping veins are present
in addition to those dipping steep W.
Further west again, veins become thinner and fewer, but the steeper orientations
remain important.
Throughout the crosscut, ambiguous crosscutting relationships are observed, with
steep veins cutting shallow and also shallow veins cutting steep.
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3) North crosscut.
Few late carbonate veins are seen on the sections mapped in the north crosscut.
Section 10 has a network of shallow SE dipping veins. The thickest of these veins dips
moderate-steep, changing its orientation and apparent thickness. It appears to be
thickest where shallowest.

The thinner, shallower veins, which strike WNW-ESE may be equivalent to the
shallow N-dipping veins of the east end of the south crosscut.
Other major carbonate veins include the one described in the previous chapter, where
thinner steeper veins drop from below a shallower, thicker vein (Fig. 75). Orientations
are comparable to those already mentioned, with dips westwards and controlled by
earlier quartz veins.
7.1.4 Discussion.
At a map scale there is clearly a difference in pattern between the quartz and calcite
veining. Although the calcite veins do follow pre-existing quartz veins to some extent,
they mainly crosscut the main quartz bodies. This is also reflected in the stereonet
plots of the two systems, which show similarities and also basic differences in the two
patterns (see chapter eight). The simple stepping geometry is not so often seen in
calcite as it is in the quartz and the two fracture networks have quite different shapes.
There must have been a fundamental change of stresses, and maybe also in mechanical
response of the rock between the two systems of veins.

The fact that the carbonate veins opened in one major event is apparent from the
almost complete absence of crosscutting patterns within the calcite system. The
homogeneous nature of the vein fills confirms that filling occurred quickly (possibly
on a scale of months- instantaneously in geological terms), and probably in one major
phase. This is remarkable, since the volume of calcite present in these thick veins is
huge. The event causing this switch from quartz to calcite was clearly major,
catastrophic and had permanent consequences for the Empire hydrothermal system.
The calcite veins represent the final stage of veining present- once they were filled, no
more veins formed.
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After the mapping of the 260RL exploration drive, presented in this thesis, the Empire
Vein System was mined extensively for eight years, during which time much more
detailed information on vein orientations was produced. The information for other
levels in the mine is very similar to that described here. The quartz vein system is
basically described as a steeply west dipping orebody, complexly banded, with
significant banded veins branching from the footwall. These footwall veins are
shallow dipping and are described as coeval with, or post dating the steep part of the
orebody, but never predating it. (Begbie, 1997; Simpson et a]., 2001). All of this is
perfectly illustrated on the 260RL, even with very limited intersection of the
exploration drive with the main ore zone. Wherever the massive, barren calcite is
present it crosscuts the quartz, and shows few internal crosscutting relationships
(Simmons at al, 2000). Calcite veining is less within the ore zone at all levels, but also
decreases to the north (Caddey et al., 1995). The calcite is not present in the deepest
part of the underground mine and only present in the deepest parts of the open pit mine
(Wills, 2001). The decrease in calcite with depth is the only part of this whole picture
not picked up by the mapping of the veining in the 260RL. Although mapping of a
single level in the ore system cannot predict the extent of the system, the mapping
presented here illustrates how much may be learned about a system's basic structure
by mapping a very limited part of it.
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Chapter Eight.

GOLDEN CROSS:
SYSTEM SCALE.

ORIENTATION ANALYSIS OF THE
QUARTZ AND CALCITE SYSTEMS.
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8.1 GOLDEN CROSS UNDERGROUND-ORIENTATION ANALYSIS OF THE
260M LEVEL.
8.2 Introduction.
From the veining seen at outcrop and map scale in the 260m level of the Golden Cross
mine (and actually the rest of the underground mine), there are major differences in
the patterns of the early quartz veins and late massive carbonate veins. These two
phases are therefore presented and analysed separately. Whilst there are similarities
between the quartz and carbonate systems there are also significant differences, which
come out in comparisons of stereonet analyses.

The orientation of vein planes (i.e. poles to planes) and observed intersection lines of
veins are considered.

8.3 The Quartz system of the 260m level.
In the quartz system, quartz-carbonate veins almost exclusively crosscut, and
therefore postdate, the veins containing less carbonate. In this part of the analysis two
sets of data are presented- one which includes late quartz-carbonate veins and one
which does not. By comparing the two sets of data it is possible to tell whether the
early and late vein sets are compatible with formation under similar conditions of
stress, and with a similar mechanical response of the host, and also to tell something of
the evolution of the system.

In its simplest terms, the robust signal in the stereonet plot is that the majority of poles
to veins in the quartz system plunge moderately to shallowly eastwards, in a very
broad group, indicating that most planes strike NNW-NNE and dip moderatelysteeply westwards (fig. 76(ii), (v)). (This pattern is rather similar to that of the
Kapanga system as described in chapter 2 and presented in figs. 13-29.) A simple
interpretation of this pattern would have these veins as extension/ hybrid shear veins
and
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as oriented parallel to the cluster of poles, plunging moderately E-SE.

Intersections are mostly very shallowly plunging (fig 76(iii), (vi)), indicating that
was probably horizontal.
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The following analysis includes the less robust data to see whether any pattern can be
discerned within the 'noise'.

8.3.1 Description o f patterns

a) Clusters of poles (Figs 76(ii)and (v)).
The plot that includes the late quartz-carbonate veins is very similar to that which does
not.

As already mentioned above, most poles fall into a loose group plunging moderately to
shallowly eastwards, representing planes that strike NNW-NNE and dip moderatelysteeply west. There are several minor clusters of poles within the large group, most of
which are present in both the carbonate and non-carbonate bearing plots.
There are also a significant number of veins which strike E-W and dip moderately to
shallowly N, represented on the plot by a cluster of poles plunging moderately to
steeply towards the S-SSE.

It should be noted that, although there is not a large number of shallowly dipping
veins present, the low angle veins that are present include some of the thickest veins
observed. In other words, the few shallowly dipping veins that are present are very
significant (e.g. fig. 65).

b) Great circle spreads of poles (Figs 76(ii)and (v)).
Both pole plots show a slight tendency to spread around a great circle that strikes NE
and dips moderately SE. This is emphasised more in the plot including the quartzcarbonate.

C )Clusters of intersection lines (Figs 76(iii)and (vi)).
Observed intersection lines of quartz veins cluster well with main maxima plunging in
the orientations presented in the table below.
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Orientation of clusters of

Effect of adding to the plot the intersection

intersection lines of quartz veins

lines of quartz-carbonate veins

(See fig. 76(iii)).
Very shallow plunge to NWISE

Emphasis of the NW-SE maximum

Very shallow plunge to NNEISSW

Emphasis of the NNE-SSW maximum.

Very shallow plunge to NEISW

Emphasis of the NE-SW maximum

Very shallow plunge to E/W (minor Emphasis of the E-W maximum.
cluster)
Spread around the primitive of the NE and E
maxima.
Moderate plunge to WNW.

No significant emphasis of the moderately
plunging WNW maximum.
No new maxima on quartz-carbonate vein

intersection plot.
1
Table 3: To compare the plots of intersection lines for the quartz and quartz-

carbonate veins of the underwound quartz system at Golden Cross.

d) Great circle spreads of observed intersection lines (Figs 76(iii)and (vi)).
The only significant great circle spread on the intersection line plots is the spread
around the primitive-or horizontal plane. The vast majority of intersection lines are
very shallow plunging or horizontal. In addition, as described above, some individual
maxima tend to spread around the primitive, especially on the plot that includes the
later quartz-carbonate phase.

8.3.2 Internretation.

a) Clusters of poles (Figs 76(ii) and (v)) and great circle spreads of observed
intersection lines (Figs 76(iii), (vi)). The patterns of veining represented by both plots
of poles (the one that includes the quartz-carbonate veins (Fig. 76(v)), and the one that
does not (Fig. 76(ii)) are very similar. This is an indication that the early and late phases
formed under very similar conditions- further confirmed as the similarities are
considered in detail.
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How much significance is there in the very diffuse 'cluster' of poles? As described in
earlier chapters, a major cluster of poles may be represented on the plot of
intersections by a great circle spread (equivalent to the most common or modal plane),
having the cluster of poles at its pole. So if there is an equivalent spread on the plot of
intersection lines, it may mean that the SE-E concentration of poles is more significant
than it appears on its own merits. In order to check this link between the poles and
intersection lines, great circles are superimposed on the intersection line plot in the
orientation suggested by the broad cluster of poles (planes oriented NNWmod W)
(Fig. 76(iii)). These great circles include two-three maxima on the intersection plotshowing up more clearly on the plot with the later veins included. However, it should
be emphasised that this does not define a significant great circle spread, especially
since any two lines -or clusters of lines- can be lined up on a single great circle. Given
that the majority of poles fall into the group that plunges to the east, it is notable that
there are not significantly more observed intersection lines spreading around the
northerly striking modal plane.

The spread of intersections around the primitive indicates that the horizontal plane is a
significant structural plane. This spread is not merely a reflection of a very common
horizontal set of veins, with many intersections, since there is no significant vertical
cluster of poles (Fig. 76(ii), (v)). The absence of such a cluster may indicate a sample
error, since mapping was conducted in horizontal tunnels, enabling observation of
very few horizontal or very shallow dipping planes. Nevertheless, the intersection
lines still demonstrate the significance of the horizontal plane. Later mining of the
deposit revealed the presence, in the eastern part of the orebody, of a set of large, up to
several metres thick) shallow-horizontal veins that branch from the footwall of the
steeply dipping Empire Vein (Begbie, 1995; Mauk et al., 1998).
The absence of steep intersection lines (fig. 76 (vi)) shows that very little strike-slip
operated. The spread around the primitive may indicate that there was some switching
of

01

and

03,

causing alternation between normal and reverse movement/ opening.

This is congruent with the vein opening patterns observed at an outcrop scale.
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b) Great circle spreads of poles (Figs 76 (ii), (v)) and clusters of intersection lines
(Figs 76(iii),(vi)).The fact that the NE striking, moderately SE dipping girdle of poles is
emphasized more in the plot including the quartz-carbonate veins (Fig. 76(v)), indicates
that this spread was present early in the system, and became more important during the
later stages of quartz deposition. The similarity in the clustering patterns of intersections
in the plots that do (Fig. 76(vi)) and do not (Fig. 76(iii)) include the late quartzcarbonate veins is further confirmation that the early and late phase veins formed under
very similar stress conditions and with similar mechanical response of country rock. The
moderately WNW-plunging cluster is apparently the only one that was not significant
during the later stages of veining.

A great circle spread of poles could be an indicator of an important structural
orientation-possibly a component of plane strain if one spread only is present. In this
case there should be a single cluster on a plot of observed intersection lines, at the pole
to the spread of poles. The NEImod SE spread of quartz poles (Figs 76(ii), (v)) has a
significant cluster of intersections (the one plunging moderately WNW, Fig. 76(vi)) in
the right part of the stereonet, but it is 20-30' too far west in its azimuth
(Fig.76(iii),(vi)). This cluster is seemingly less significant during the later phase of the
quartz-carbonate system than during the early quartz deposition, whereas the great
circle spread on the poles plot, which is its postulated equivalent, is emphasised more
by the inclusion of the later data (Figs 76(ii), (v)). The significance of this great circle
spread of poles is, then, unclear. There is apparently a component of plane strain, but
this is not sufficient to explain the whole pattern. This is confirmed when considering
the plot of intersection lines.

There is only one other, minor link between intersection line clusters and pole spreads.
If a great circle is generated using the SSW-S cluster of intersections as the pole, and
this is overlain on the pole plot, there is a slight tendency for poles to spread in this
plane (Fig.76(v)). This is not significant.
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8.3.3 Discussion

The robust pattern is considered first: this leads to Model I for the quartz system (fig.
77a).
As already mentioned in section 8.3, the simplest interpretation of the poles plunging
in the SE quadrant is that these veins were essentially extension/ hybrid shear veins
and that 03 was perpendicular to these veins and therefore also plunged moderately ESE. The intermediate axis of stress,

02,

was horizontal and in the NE quadrant, as

indicated by the intersection lines, which are mostly sub-horizontal (fig 76(iii), (vi)),
and the system had very little strike-slip operating. The maximum principal stress, 01,
would therefore have plunged moderately to the NW. A cluster of intersections
oriented NE-SW (fig 76(vi)) is parallel to the strike of the bedding that was observed
in the open pit (Wills, 2001), and may be parallel to both 02 and the axis of tilting.

It is difficult to conceive of a mechanism which would allow the maximum and
minimum principal axes of stress to have maintained these plunges so close to the free
surface of the earth for any great periods of time (Anderson, 1951). In this light it is
worth noting that if the tilted bedding observed in the open pit (Wills, 2001) is rotated
back to horizontal, 01 becomes vertical and 0 3 is horizontal, and bearing NE-SW, with
some variation. The simplest explanation is, then, that tilting was post-mineralisation,
and the system formed under near normal conditions. Such a rotation would result in
most intersection lines still plunging at fairly shallow angles, again indicating very
little strike-slip at the time of their formation. The original and current orientations for
the stress system in this model are very similar to those deduced in chapter 2 for the
Kapanga epithermal deposit.

The relative timing of tilting vs mineralisation is, however, contentious, and will be
addressed in the discussion in chapter 10, section 10.1.2.

The less robust pattern is now discussed: this part of the discussion derives Model 11
for the quartz system (fig. 77b), based on the assumption that the veins formed in their
current orientation, post tilting.

The single great circle spread of poles indicates a component of plane strain in the
quartz vein system.
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On the other hand, the presence of more than one notable intersection orientation
indicates a significant component of three-dimensional strain (Fig. 76(iii), (vi)). It is
not possible to fit an orthorhombic three-dimensional strain model to these data, since
the orientations of the three separate horizontal intersections, along with the
orientation of the major poles cluster, precludes it (Krantz, 1988). Neither can a tilted
Harding model adequately satisfy both the poles and intersections plots (Harding,
1974).

The deflection lines of simple stepping-geometry veins are plotted separately (Fig.
76(iv)). The fact that there are two separate clusters of intersections clearly shows that
there is three-dimensional strain, even with the formation of the simplest veins. That
these two sets are orthogonal may indicate that one set opened in a reverse fashion and
one normally.

The quartz veins formed in a system that had very little strike-slip operating, resulting
in very few moderately- steeply plunging intersection lines (Fig. 76(iii), (vi))
(Harding, 1974). The dominantly dip-slip movement probably consists of both normal
and reverse movement, although it is not at this stage apparent whether they operated
simultaneously, in succession or alternated. Begbie (1997), in his analysis of small
scale structures in deeper parts of the mine found evidence for normal and reverse
movement, but none for strike-slip (also see Mauk et al, 1998).

The spread of intersection lines around the primitive points to the importance of the
horizontal plane. This may mean that 03 was vertical, or alternatedlvaried along with
01, and this is reflected in how the veins intersected one another. (A vertical 03, which
results in a reverse system, and a vertical 01, which results in a normal system, both
lead to horizontal intersection lines.) The absence of horizontal planes may mean that
01

was vertical and the system was dominantly normal. However, if the system were

dominantly reverse, the absence of a major cluster of vertical poles (horizontal planes)
may reflect the problems that arise with flat-lying veins- i.e. horizontal planes need
superlithostatic fluid pressures to overcome the weight of the overburden in order for
them to open out as veins. This is especially a problem so close to the surface, since it
is very difficult to maintain such high fluid pressures when fluids can easily escape,
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and are not held in place by the rock pressing in from all directions. That there are
some horizontal veins present may mean that the required fluid pressures were
sporadically attained, but that vein formation was inhibited by the overburden. There
may be a significant sample error in the number of horizontal planes observed, due to
mapping in a horizontal tunnel, with walls of only a couple of metres' height.
However, the data presented by later workers confirms that, although the horizontal
'footwall' veins are significant within the underground workings, these are not the
most common vein orientations noted. (Begbie, 1997).
One relatively simple model for the formation of the quartz veining is as follows (Fig.
77b). The quartz vein system formed in a reverse system with vertical
horizontal and bearing NE-NNE, and

01

03,

0 2

horizontal and bearing ESE. The horizontal

veins are in the tension gash orientation and the moderately plunging poles represent
dip-slip shear veins with predominantly reverse movement sense. If
01

0 2

were fixed, but

and 03 were able to rotate a little, this could cause a switch from reverse to normal

shear opening on steep planes (Fig. 77b(iv)). The steeper planes may have opened
preferentially because of the pre-existing fabric of jointing. If the
but

01

and

0 2

03

axis was fixed,

were free to rotate a little, this could result in some spread of poles and

their planes tending to intersect in the moderately NW-plunging orientation. All other
intersections are shallow- horizontal. (Fig. 77b(vi)). This fixing of one stress axis
whilst allowing some movement of the other two may be what gives the part planestrain, part three-dimensional strain nature to the deposit. In both the proposed
rotations of stress (or 'wobbles'),

0 2

remains horizontal and movements are dip-slip,

never strike-slip. Such 'wobbles' in the stress orientations are no more than would be
expected in a system where the opening of fractures automatically brings about a
change in the stress system. The steep reverse planes may have been due to
reactivation of a large, initially normal fault (Sibson et al., 1988) (Fig. 77b(ii)).

The absence of a large vertical cluster of tension gash vein poles is a problem in this
model, but may be due in part to sample error and in part to the need to maintain high
fluid pressures. However, in the end the model has most veins not forming in the
extension vein orientation, and perpendicular to stresses that are greater than the
minimum. This is not what one would expect.
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In earlier chapters the background jointing and early pyrite seam patterns were
analysed and it was noted that pyrite seams have a similar pattern to the jointing, and
that later veins are often observed to follow pyrite seams or have a pyrite rim.
Comparing the plots of quartz poles and intersections to those of the pre-existing
features brings out some similarities. With the joints, most planes dip westwards as do
the quartz veins, and many intersections plunge either moderately NW- similar to the
cluster of quartz intersections- or shallowly in a number of orientations-again similarly
to quartz patterns. Where pyrite seams have a similar pattern to the 'columnar jointing'
pattern they are also similar to the subsequent quartz pattern. Where the pyrite seam
pattern becomes more complex, they seem less compatible with the quartz pattern.
Overall, a significant number of poles and intersections for both joints and pyrite
seams are not compatible with the quartz patterns. This may be an indication that only
favourably oriented joints and pyrite seams were exploited by later phases of veiningi.e. the pre-existing pattern had some influence on what followed, but was not the only
influence. Having said that, it should be noted that the single great circle spread of
poles to quartz veins is parallel to the bedding planes observed in the open pit. The
quartz and quartz-carbonate veins are therefore predominantly perpendicular to
bedding, and compatible with the opening out of columnar joints.

8.3.4 Summary.
The majority of quartz and quartz- carbonate veins strike NNE-NNW and dip
moderately to steeply westwards (i.e. poles plunge moderately to steeply eastwards).
The simplest explanation of this pattern is that the veins initially formed in a normal
system, with vertical

01, ( ~ 3was

horizontal, bearing NE-SW and

02

was horizontal,

bearing NW-SE (model I, fig. 77a).
The spread of poles shows the system has a component of plane strain, but the
intersection lines reveal strong elements of three-dimensional strain. Consideration of
the poles and intersection lines indicates that neither a simple orthorhombic nor a tilted
Harding model fits the data. The simplest stepping veins have an orthogonal pattern
of horizontal intersection lines, again indicating three-dimensional strain.
A second, alternative model for quartz vein formation (Model 11, fig. 77b) includes
some of the less robust spreads and recognises that the horizontal plane is a significant
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structural plane, and indicates that very little strike-slip has operated within the quartz
vein system. This may indicate that a3 was vertical, and that the horizontal veins were
tension gashes, whilst moderately dipping planes were reverse shear veins (normal
shear if

a3

moved to a slightly shallower, NW -plunging orientation) (Fig. 77).

Alternatively, a1 and 0 3 may have rotated around 02, resulting in alternation of normal
and reverse opening.

The timing of tilting and mineralisation is very important in ascertaining which model
for the formation of the veins best fits the observed data (See chapter 10).

The early quartz veins are compatible with formation under similar conditions to the
later, quartz-carbonate veins. However, there does seem to be slight evolution of the
system between the two phases of veining, in that there is one intersection orientation
(moderately WNW-plunging) that is significant in the early quartz data but is not
emphasised any more in the later quartz-carbonate vein plot. It is worth noting also
that the spread of some intersections around the primitive shows up when the later
phase of veining is included in the plot, and may indicate a slight change with time of
the stress system (possibly that 01 and 0 3 became less fixed and more free to 'wobble'
during the later stages of formation of the system). The 'wobble' of the stress axes fits
perfectly with what one would expect in an epithennal system, where the opening of
fractures automatically causes a change in the stress field (Sibson, 2001).
The patterns in the quartz veins have similarities to the earlier joint patterns and pyrite
seams, indicating some influence by the pre-existing defects.
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8.4 The Carbonate svstem of the 260m level
8.4.1 Description o f calcite vein patterns.

a) Clusters of poles.
The carbonate veins scatter very broadly. However, the greatest concentration of poles
plunges moderately to steeply SE (Fig. 78(ii)). This indicates the importance of the
planes striking NE and dipping moderately NW, although dips actually range 20" -70".
Planes with poles plunging moderately E also represent a significant group. Lesser, but
nonetheless still significant, clusters of poles plunge shallowly and steeply NW (planes
strike NE and dip steeply and shallowly SE).

b) Great circle spreads of poles (Fig. 78(ii)).
The girdle to a number of poles strikes SE, and the pole to this girdle has a near
horizontal plunge to either the NE or the SW. A second, less significant spread of
poles striking NE-ENE and dipping moderately SE, has pole plunging moderately

NNW. A less significant spread again, NEIsteep NW, is also present, its pole plunging
shallow-horizontal SW.

The two main planes of spread mentioned above are present on the plot of all data,
and, albeit rather weakly, on that which shows only the longest, straightest, thickest
veins (Fig. 78(iii)).

C)

Clusters of intersection lines (Fig. 79(i)).

The plot of intersection lines for late calcite veins has four major clusters. These are
apparently all of similar significance. They are summarised in the table on the next
page, along with the lesser clusters.
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Orientation of cluster of intersection

Si~nificanceof the cluster

lines of carbonate veins (see fig 79(i)).
Relatively Significant

20'13 15

1 28'1255
1 58'1330

I Relatively Significant

I Relatively Significant
I

40'1205.

I Relatively Significant

43'1300

Less Significant

1 35'1040

1 Least Significant

1I 8'1245.

I Least Significant
I

Table 4: To show orientations and relative significance of clusters of intersection
lines of carbonate veins at Golden Cross.
d) Great circle spreads of intersection lines (Fig. 79(ii)).
There are two main spreads on the plot of intersection lines- 336150W (pole 401066")
and 058157W (pole 33'1148).

The intersection lines of carbonate veins from the main drive (Fig. 79(iii)) have a
different pattern from the intersection lines of carbonate veins in the two cross-cuts
(Fig. 79(iv)). The main drive, which runs 027'-207',

has more vein intersections

plunging westwards and less intersections plunging NE than the E-W running
crosscuts. This may represent a sample error, with intersections that parallel the walls
of the tunnel not being observed. However, the main drive plot has a significant
number of SW plunging intersections, which are also parallel to the walls.

The plot of intersection lines for the carbonate veins from the crosscuts (Fig. 79(iv)) is
very similar to that for simple, stepping quartz veins (Fig. 79(v)), especially the
shallow intersections. Most of the quartz veins are at the end of the crosscuts, at some
distance from the main drive. The calcite veins from the crosscut are therefore closer
to most of the quartz veins. The difference between the calcite vein patterns in the
main drive and in the crosscuts may be a reflection of the amount of influence the preexisting quartz veins had over the orientation of the late carbonate veins.

I

I

I

II
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8.4.2 Interpretation of calcite vein patterns.

a) Clusters of poles and great circle spreads of intersection lines (Figs78(ii) and
79(ii)). The major SE-plunging cluster of poles has an equivalent spread of
intersections around the plane striking NE and dipping moderately NW. This is the
trivial case of the intersection lines picking out the modal plane.
There is no clear spread of intersection lines around a plane that strikes N-S and dips
moderately W, equivalent to the moderately east plunging poles, though a plane
striking N and dipping steeply west does include two major intersection line clusters.
This cannot really be called a 'great circle spread'.

A very faint intersection line spread around a plane oriented roughly NElsteep S may
be an expression of the poles which cluster around the shallow NE orientation.
The 336150W planar spread of intersections has no clear equivalent cluster on the plot
of poles to all late calcite veins, but the plot which includes on the longest, straightest,
thickest veins does have a small cluster in almost the right orientation, which may
represent the same spread.

b) Great circle spreads of poles and clusters of intersection lines (Figs78(ii)&79 (i)).
The obvious spread of poles (NWIvertical, pole NE-SWIhorizontal) has a minor
cluster of intersection lines at its pole (8'1245). A second small cluster of intersections,
plunging 35' NE, may also be connected with this broad spread.

The smaller spread of poles (NE-ENEImoderate SE, pole mod NNW) has a cluster of
intersections in the right part of the stereonet (58'/330), though slightly steeper than
ideal.
The minor spread (NEIsteep NW) has no equivalent intersection line cluster.
8.4.3 Discussion.

There is some connection between intersection line and pole plots for the calcite
system, but also some prominent features that show no simple connection.
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Are the Harding and Krantz models applicable to the carbonate vein system?
It should be noted once again that the Harding and Krantz models are applied to the
robust data first and then the less robust data examined to detect possible patterns.

With four significant orientations of intersection lines, and two significant spreads of
poles, formation of calcite veins under three-dimensional rather than plane strain is
indicated. However, the intersections and poles plots do not have a simple relationship
and a basic orthorhombic model cannot be applied to the data (Krantz, 1988) (Fig. 80).
The carbonate system is, though, more similar to an orthorhombic system than the
quartz system, since the SE plunging poles maximum would require the majority of
intersections plunging moderately in a W-NNW orientation, as observed (Fig. 80). In
fact the system actually shows more similarity to a Harding type three-dimensional
strain (Harding, 1974), although once again the poles and intersections do not sit
together perfectly (Fig. 81). The Harding model predicts the strongly evident spreads
of poles in the observed data. The models all give differently oriented stress/ strain
axes, but the best-fit models suggest that
SE and

0 2

01

plunged moderately NW,

was horizontal with azimuth NE. The fact that

0 2

03

moderately

was still horizontal

implies that the carbonate system also opened under a dominantly dip-slip regime
(Fig. 81(ii), (iv)). The plunging major and minor principal axes is again most simply
explained if the regional tilting occurred after the formation of the veins-i.e. the axes
were vertical and horizontal respectively at the time of vein formation (Anderson,
1951). (See the discussion in chapter 10).

Having said that, it seems from the plot of poles that if the Harding model is applied to
the data, not all the 'Harding planes' opened equally: there seems to be more opening
of veins in the tension gash/ normal orientation than in other orientations. (The SE
quadrant again contains most poles- although there are a significant number of poles in
the NW quadrant, too.) This is, of course understandable, since these orientations
require the smallest stresses for their opening. Nonetheless this means that, in its
simplest terms, this part of the deformation appears to be a modification of a simple
opening of conjugate normal shears and a tension gash orientation. The fact that there
are other vein orientations present (even though there are less of them) and the
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moderately plunging intersection lines complicate the picture, indicating a deviation
from the simple, two-dimensional conjugate scenario into three-dimensional strain.

It is very interesting to note that there is a NW striking spread on the plots of both
poles and intersections for carbonate veins (Figs 78(ii) and 79(ii)). This may indicate
that there is folding about a fold axis plunging shallow- horizontally NE or ENE. This
would result in poles and intersection lines spreading similarly to one another without
necessarily causing clustering of the intersection lineslpoles respectively. The spread
of both features would be a small circle spread, except for those poles and
intersections that are at a high angle to the fold axis, which would show a great circle
spread. The pole to this great circle spread would represent the fold axis as in any
other n-plot. A similarly striking spread, overlain on the plot of quartz1 quartz
carbonates data, does include clusters of intersection lines, but no spread of poles is
observed in this orientation. If folding occurred in the system, one would expect that it
would be visible in all four plots.

If there truly is post-vein folding, this may be a factor in the inability to fit a simple
Harding or orthorhombic model to the data, since the original spreads of data would be
masked by the later superimposed pattern. The influence of the pre-existing quartz
veins may also have caused a skew from an ideal Hardingl orthorhombic system.

8.5

Comparison of the quartz and carbonate vein systems (Figs 76,78,79).

a ) Clusters of poles and intersection line spreads.
The carbonate system is very similarly oriented to the quartz system, in that most
planes dip westwards to northwestwards. The east-plunging poles cluster and the SE
plunging poles are most similar to the quartz orientations. The similarity of the two
systems is predictable, since the pre-existing quartz veining would certainly influence
the later carbonate veins. The carbonate veins of the main drive- i.e. those which are
most distant from the main quartz ore body- also seem to fall into similar patterns,
even though the pre-existing system may not have had such a control on them.
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One of the main ways in which the carbonate system as a whole differs from the
quartz system is that it has a significant number of poles in the NW quadrant, whereas
the quartz system does not.

The intersection line plots for the quartz and carbonate systems are quite different
from one another. However, the NE striking, moderately N dipping spread of
intersection lines in the carbonate data is very similar to the 'planes of spread' (i.e.
predicted modal planes) on the quartz intersection line plot that were generated using
the quartz pole clusters. There are no other similarities in the spreading patterns for the
intersections of the two systems.

b) Great circle spreads of poles and clusters of intersection lines.
The major spread of poles of calcite veins (NW/vertical) (Fig. 78(ii)) has no equivalent
on the quartz vein plot (Fig. 76(ii)). The smaller calcite spread (NEImod SE), on the
other hand, is in the same orientation as the major spread on the quartz poles (Figs
76(ii), (v)). This, along with a hint of a spread along a plane oriented E-W/ verticalsteep N on the carbonate plot (very similar to the faint spread on the plot of poles for
quartz and early quartz-carbonate) probably indicates nothing more significant than
the carbonate following the pre-existing quartz. It is significant, though, that the major,
vertical spread of carbonate veins is quite different from the pre-existing network of
quartz veins. There will always be a tendency to follow the easy path of pre-existing
fractures: it is more significant when later phases choose a new path.

Despite the fact that the intersection line patterns of the quartz and carbonate systems
are so different, there are some similarities in the patterns of clusters. The one
moderately plunging cluster on the quartz intersection line plot (Fig. 76(iii), (vi)) is
parallel to the 43'/300 cluster of carbonate intersections (Fig.79(i)). (Interestingly,
there are no intersection lines of later quartz-carbonate veins in this cluster.) One of
the major (20°/315) and one of the minor (8'1245) carbonate intersection clusters (Fig.
79(iii)) are subparallel to shallow clusters of quartz intersections (Figs 76(iii), (vi)).
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8.5.1 Discussion

Given the similarity in the orientation of the planes (poles) of quartz and carbonate
veins there is a remarkable difference in the patterns of their intersection lines. Clearly
there is something fundamentally different about the shape of the two systems, even
though the pre-existing quartz veins influenced the pattern of the later carbonate. The
great majority of quartz vein intersections are very shallow, whereas most carbonate
intersections are moderately plunging. This may be due to the apparently different
mechanisms of three-dimensional strain in the two systems. This, in turn, could be due
to the changing mechanical properties of the host rock with increasingly advanced
alteration and more pre-existing fractures.

It is worth noting that the late calcite pattern seems to have been more influenced by
the pre-existing joints than the quartz system was. This is reflected in the similarity of
some of the clustering and systematic spreading patterns of poles and intersections in
the joints and calcite veins. It is possible that in the main drive, at some distance from
the main quartz body, that the joints actually influenced the calcite vein pattern more
than the quartz veins did. On the other hand there seem to be fewer similarities
between early pyrite seam and late calcite vein patterns. This is surprising, since some
calcite veins have a clear pyrite rim, which were clearly formed by splitting open a
pre-existing pyrite seam rather than as a reaction rim formed by interaction of the
vein-forming fluid with the country rock (e.g. fig 36).
There is one very important common feature that comes out of the separate analysis of
the quartz and calcite systems. The orientations of the principal axes of stress1 strain
are identical in the first model (Model I, presented for the robust signal) for the quartz
system and that for the carbonate system-i.e. 01 plunging moderately NW, 0 3 plunging
moderately SE and

02

oriented horizontal SW-NE (fig 82). Again, it is difficult to

conceive of a mechanism that would sustain the stress axes at these moderate plunges
so close to the free surface of the earth for any great length of time (Anderson, 1951).
The fact that the quartz and calcite system models both point to these moderately
plunging principal axes has implications for the relative timing of tilting and
mineralisation, which will be discussed further in chapter 10.
A possible model for formation of calcite veins is shown in Fig. 82.
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8.6 fault in^ on the 260m RL.
All the faulting recognised on the 260 RL of the underground mine occurred after at
least one phase of veining. This is because the country rock itself contains no marker
horizons, so pre-vein faulting is very hard to prove. Even if faults existed before the
veins, there is nothing to show the offset. In addition, the extensive alteration suffered
by the country rock during mineralisation would tend to mask or obliterate any preexisting fault fabrics. It is possible that the pyrite seams and other dark rims to veins,
which are sometimes jasperoidal quartz, represent an early phase of faulting.

There are at least two phases of faulting that occurred between the quartz and calcite
phases of activity. The majority of faults measured, though, formed after the calcite
veins. All faults with striations belong to this latter set.

The faults which formed after the quartz but before the calcite tend to be E-W striking1
moderate-shallow south dipping-i.e. poles cluster in the north (Fig. 83).

The faults of the final phase have two clusters of poles one plunging shallowly east or
west (modal plane N-Slvertical), and one that plunges shallow NE or SW (modal plane
NEIvertical). A few poles plunge ENE-WSW, which may be just scatter around the
primitive of the E-W cluster, rather than a separate feature (Fig. 83(i)).

Plots of m-axes are included for those faults with striations (Fig. 83 (iii)). As discussed
in earlier chapters, the m-axis is a very convenient way of connecting the striation with
the fault plane on which it is found, in order to interpret the faulting system in a
meaningful way (Sporli and Anderson, 1980; Angelier, 1984; Angelier, 1974).

About half the striations pitch less than 45", mainly N or S, (Fig. 83(ii)) and tend to
give steeply plunging m-axes (Fig. 83(iii)). In other words they represent strike-slip
movement. (For a particular fault plane the m-axis is parallel to the local
vertical m-axis equates to vertical

(32

and therefore strike-slip movement.)

02

-so
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Just over half the striations pitch greater than 45O, either E-W or N-S (Fig. 83(ii)).
These tend to give m-axes plunging shallowly in a variety of orientations (Fig. 83(iii)),
and represent dip-slip movement. It is not possible to ascertain whether this movement
was normal or reverse, since all the observed striations were scratch striations and
therefore could not be used to indicate movement sense (Sporli and Anderson, 1980).

The plot of m-axes shows a very clear pattern of great circle spread in two orthogonal
planes, one the horizontal plane (i.e. spread around the primitive) and one vertical and
striking NNE (Fig. 84(i)). Where m-axes vary in such a systematic way the spreading
patterns may be compared to the 'roll' 'yaw' and 'pitch' of navigation (inset, Fig. 84).
This is because there is a degree of freedom in the fault system to 'wobble' in very
controlled directions. If the striated faults truly belong to the same system, the 'yaw'
observed in the m-axis plot should produce a similar spread in the plot of striations
(Fig. 84(iv)), the 'roll' of m-axes should produce a similar 'roll' in fault poles (Fig. 84
(iii)), and any 'pitch' which is also present in the system should produce a spread of
poles and striations (Fig. 84 (iii) & (iv)), but not in the plot of m-axes (Fig. 84(ii)).
(Sporli and Anderson, 1980).

The great circle spread of m-axes about the NNEIvertical plane is also present in the
plot of striations (Fig. 84(iv)), making this equivalent to the 'yaw'. Predictably, the
poles to faults do not spread in this direction (Fig. 84(iii)).

The spread of m-axes around the horizontal plane also appears in the plot of poles to
faults (Fig. 84 (iii)), making this equivalent to the 'roll'. As expected, this does not
affect the plot of striations (Fig. 84 (iv)).

If the system is free to wobble in the 'pitch' direction it ought to produce a great circle
spread which is mutually perpendicular to the 'yaw' and 'roll', (i.e. ENEIvertical), and
which affects poles and striations but not m-axes. There is apparently some spread in
the predicted orientation of both poles and striations, though not so obvious as the
'yaw' and 'roll' scatters. There is no evidence for spread in the m-axis plot along a
plane oriented ENE/vertical, confirming this as the 'pitch'.
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From work done by Angelier (1978) we may construct these three, mutually
perpendicular planes, and interpret the intersections of the three planes as the principal
tectonic stress directions for the time of formation of the faults. The intersection of the
'yaw' and 'roll' (as seen on the plot of m-axes) is the intermediate axis, 02. It is not
possible, though, from this data to distinguish which principal axis is 01 and which is
03, without knowing movement senses on the faults. The data are enough, however, to
show that these faults are compatible with having formed under the same stress regime
as one another, and that they represent an overall strike-slip system. On considering
the plot of poles to fault planes (Fig. 83(i) & 84(iii)), and their clustering into two
groups representing vertical planes striking roughly N-S and NE-SW, it is likely that
these represent conjugate sets. This would make

01

NNEhorizontal (the acute

bisectrix of the conjugates) and 03 ESEIhorizontal (the obtuse bisectrix).

The pattern seen here on the 260m RL at Golden Cross fits extremely well with
faulting data from other parts of the Coromandel Peninsula. Apparently there is a
profound change in the stress regime between the carbonate vein formation and the
later faulting, from a system with almost no strike-slip to one that was almost entirely
strike-slip. It is interesting that the principal axes of stress are similarly oriented to the
axes for the quartz vein system, but switched around.
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8.7 Discussion.
Two possible scenarios for the formation of quartz veins have been presented, and
which is more applicable depends upon the relative timing of the mineralisation and
the regional tilting.

Model I is the simpler model, with quartz veins opening in a normal system, where 0 2
is horizontal and bearing SW and
then tilted around

02

03

is horizontal and bearing SE. The system was

to give the SE dipping bedding, and

01

and

03

plunging

moderately NW and SE respectively

Model I1 has regional tilting occurring prior to mineralisation (and therefore the veins
are still in their original orientation). In this model the veining in the 360RL
exploration drive points to formation of quartz veins in a reverse system, with
horizontal tension gashes and moderate-steeply dipping reverse shear veins (Fig. 77b).
Vein patterns have similarities with pre-existing joints and pyrite seams, and probably
reflect exploitation of only favourably oriented defects. The system has components of
co-axial strain and three-dimensional strain that may reflect the fixing of one (the
minor) principal stress axis and the tendency of the other two to rotate slightly within
the horizontal plane.

This model is very comparable to the high angle reverse fault systems described for
mesothermal gold-quartz deposits, which Sibson et al. (1988) described as valves to
fluid flow. In his model, fluid pressures rise to lithostatic or higher, enabling the
opening of flats, then catastrophic failure during an earthquake creates extensive
fracturing and increased permeability, fluid flow, pressure drop, precipitation in the
fractures and eventually sealing. The cycle is then repeated. This seems to perfectly
describe the mechanisms deduced at Golden Cross from observations at all scales. It is
highly unusual, however, to apply this model to a deposit in a shallow level,
epithermal environment, where fluid pressures are 'not supposed to' reach such great
magnitudes (Sibson et a]., 1988). From fluid inclusion and alteration mineralogy data
M.P.Simpson (1995) and Simmons et al. (2000) deduce that the Golden Cross deposit
formed at a depth of less than 500m- quite a contrast from mesothermal deposits
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described by Sibson et al. (1988) and the order of lOkm depth (base of the
seismogenic zone) suggested by the same authors as necessary for operation of this
mechanism. Hence, Golden Cross is far from a typical system exhibiting fault-valve
behaviour.

If the fault-valve mechanism had operated at Golden Cross one might expect to see a
significant number of horizontal extension veins (cluster of vertical poles).
Furthermore, the horizontal veins would tend to predate and occur alongside early
reverse faulting in the steeper structures. What is actually observed is that the
shallowly dipping veins tend to postdate faulting, even where there were multiple
opening events. Shallow veins tend to be synlpost steeper structures. In addition, much
of the evidence presented earlier at outcrop scale for syn-vein opening was for normal
movement, not just reverse, as one would expect for the fault -valve model.

Overall Model I, with formation in a normal system, seems to fit the observed data
better than the 'fault-valve type' Model II (Sibson et al., 1988).

Comparison of the two models for the underground quartz system, and how well they
fit the data, has implications for the discussion on tilting presented in chapter 10.

The carbonate system has three-dimensional strain. The Harding or orthorhombic type
models are more applicable than for the quartz system, but neither fits perfectly. It
would appear from the orientation of vein planes and intersections, that the major and
minor principal stress axes plunged moderately NW and SE respectively, whilst the
intermediate axis was oriented horizontal NE. (These axes are identical to those
inferred from quartz model I, presented above.) The pre-existing joints were probably
more favourably oriented for the calcite than the quartz system, since the calcite
patterns are more similar to the joints than the quartz patterns are. The exploitation of
quartz veins, and possibly bedding-parallel weaknesses (see next chapter) are brought
further complexity into the calcite system (Fig. 82).

The data shows that a major, fundamental change occurred between the early quartz
and the late carbonate systems, possibly in terms of the orientation of the stress fields,
but apparently also in the mechanical response of the rock- which may be related to
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advancing hydrothermal alteration. The calcite formation was more than simply
opening up a pre-existing fracture pattern, and was more likely a very selective
opening up of favourably oriented defects.

This is reflected in the different pattern of intersection lines in the quartz and calcite
systems. The veins are similarly oriented in both the systems, but there are major
differences in how the whole network of veins is put together (Fig. 85). In other
words, a vein of a particular orientation, say orientation 'a', in the quartz system will
tend to intersect another quartz vein of orientation 'b'. A late calcite vein of
orientation 'a' tends to intersect calcite veins of orientation 'c' rather than 'b', even
though there are veins of orientation 'b' present (Fig. 8), (Pollard and Aydin, 1988).
This means that the whole fracture network was connected together differently- a fact
that is not immediately apparent from looking at pole orientation alone. It also means
that fluid pathways through the calcite system were quite different from those in the
quartz system, and the whole hydrology of the system had changed.
The three-dimensional strain of the calcite veining may simply be a reflection of a
newly oriented stress system acting upon a body of rock with a very strong pattern of
defects that were formed under a different stress regime. On the other hand it may be a
reflection of rocks having a changing mechanical response to the applied stress due to
increasing intensity of hydrothermal alteration and fracturing.

It is interesting to note that the orientation of oz is consistently shallow-horizontal
NNE-ENE, throughout the quartz and carbonate vein systems, including the open pit
quartz veins (see next chapter). The same is true for the intermediate axis during all
the suggested folding, both of pre-existing joints and pyrite seams, and for the calcite
veining. This would also be the expected orientation of the intermediate axis for the
large scale SE tilting apparent throughout the Coromandel Peninsula, and within this
deposit. This may mean that tilting and vein formation occurred at a similar time and
under a similar stress regime.

The great circle spreads noted in plots of poles and intersections for calcite veins may
not indicate folding within the system after the formation of the calcite veins. If
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folding postdated the calcite it would affect everything that pre-existed it, including
the quartz veins. Quartz vein plots do not show the same pattern. It may mean,
however, that there was folding prior to both the quartz and the calcite veining as
picked up in the plots of joints and early pyrite seams, and that the resulting pattern of
poles and intersections were inherited by the calcite veins that exploited them. The
quartz veins do not follow the pre-existing patterns as much as the calcite veins do, so
they tend not to inherit the same pattern. If such folding occurred early in the system,
it may have occurred alongside the tilting, since the two deformations have a common
intermediate axis. If the folds were very open or very asymmetric they would not
result in great changes in bedding dips.

The contrast with the late faulting is marked. The stress axes are oriented similarly to
those during quartz vein formation, but with oz in the vertical orientation. This
constitutes a switch from a system with no strike-slip to one that is completely strikeslip. This switch may have occurred after the tilting, since the tilting axis, which was
probably o z , was horizontal NE, and congruent with the earlier dip-slip movement.
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GOLDEN CROSS OPEN PIT.

9.1 Introduction.
The open pit part of the Golden Cross mine was developed and exploited between
1990 and 1999, concurrently with the underground workings. The two remained
separate, without any real linkage to elucidate their relative timing (Wills, 2001). In
the open pit, veining was exposed in successively lower layers of the floor of the pit
and also in the walls (Fig. 86). This study concentrates on very detailed mapping in the
wall along the whole of the 390RL bench (Figs 86,87), on the northern wall of the pit
as exposed in February- May 1993. This was one of the uppermost levels of the mine.
In the years that followed, the open pit was cut down to 320rnRL, which was only 20m
above the topmost level of the underground mine. Other studies have included lower
levels of the open pit, including the floors. Bedding is not identifiable at the level of
this study, where the country rock is very weathered as well as being altered. Later
studies of less weathered rocks at lower levels of the pit show bedding striking N-S
and dipping moderately-steeply eastwards. (Wills, 2001).
There are significant differences between the styles of veining in the open pit and
underground workings. The veins in the open pit have been called the 'Empire
Stockwork Zone', whilst the underground veining is the 'Empire Vein Zone' (e.g.
Simpson et al, 1995).

Very much thicker veins are present in the underground workings and there are very
few banded-type quartz veins in the upper levels of the open pit, and no late calcite
veins. In fact the open pit veins are quite often quartz after calcite veins- quite a
different situation from the underground where there are two distinct phases- early
quartz crosscut by later massive carbonate. The orientations of the open pit quartz
veins are more similar to the orientation of underground calcite veins than those of
quartz. This may mean that the mineralization in the open pit is later than that in the
underground, and comparable to the timing of the deeper, barren carbonate veins.
This study concentrates on very detailed mapping in the wall along the whole of the
390RL bench, on the northern wall of the pit as exposed in February- May 1993 (Figs
86, 87).
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9.2 Description of the 390RL section. (Fie. 86).
The section starts in the west at the Western Boundary Fault-a major fault within the
mine representing the western limit to mineralisation (fig 87). Fault rock textures show
clear evidence of reverse movement and possibly normal movement at some other
stage in its history (Petit, 1987). East of this fault zone, for 20m or so there are very
disrupted, discontinuous and shattered quartz veins in the wall. The country rock is a
bright orange colour. This then gives way to 125m of much more comprehensively
and coherently veined rock. There are smaller scale faults/shears/disrupted areas
within this zone. The last 10m of the section have very little veining. The bench ends
at another major fault, the West Mine Fault (fig 87).

The veins in the west of the section have a relatively simple pattern. (e.g. Fig. 88).
Most of them, and particularly the thicker veins, dip steeply eastwards, sub parallel to
bedding.

Moving towards the east, about halfway along the section the pattern

changes. This change coincides with a "hard-bar", a 6m wide, steeply eastwards
dipping zone of harder and darker country rock (fig 87). This represents a beddingparallel zone with less alteration than the surrounding rock. Veins tend to be thin and
few in this zone, mostly crosscutting the hard-bar sub-perpendicularly (i.e. dipping
steeply westwards) (Fig. 89). Two bedding- parallel veins skirt up the western edge of
the hard-bar, but bedding-parallel veins are absent within the zone itself.

East of the hard-bar the pattern is different again, with most veins, and again
especially the thicker veins, now dipping steeply westwards, at a high angle to the
veins in the west of the section (fig 87). The pattern here, though, tends to be more
diffuse than in the far west of the section, and includes a significant number of very
shallow veins (e.g. Fig. 90).

It is notable that throughout the section few clear crosscutting relationships are
present. Overall, the few which are observed give an ambiguous pattern of age
relationships- i.e. where a vein of one set is clearly younger than another set in one
place, the opposite is often true elsewhere- even where the two localities are in close
proximity. It seems, then, that all the veins opened out more or less simultaneously
with one another.
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9.3 Stereoeraphic plots of data for the 360RL section (F~P.
91).

9.3.1 The western zone-poles and intersection lines (Fig. 91(i), (ii)).
The pattern in the west is relatively simple.

(i) Poles (Fig. 91(i)) have a significant cluster plunging moderately-steeply NW. This
represents the majority of veins, which lie parallel to bedding. A broad girdle of poles
runs right the way across the middle of the stereonet, including a significant number of
SE plunging poles. This girdle can loosely be used to define a plane oriented
305lvertical.

(ii) Intersections (Fig. 91(ii)) show a pattern very compatible with that of the poles.
There is a clear great circle spread of intersections running approximately 035/50E,
which is a reflection of the NW plunging poles cluster. More significantly there is a
distinct cluster of horizontal intersections with bearing 035. This is the pole to the
girdle of poles. These plots represent a relatively simple pattern of near twodimensional strain. The intermediate axis of strain is parallel to the horizontal cluster
of intersections (i.e. the cluster of intersections is in a very important structural
direction.).

9.3.2 The central (hard-bar)zone (Fig. 9l(iii), (iv)).
Interpretation of vein patterns in the hard-bar is limited by the paucity of data in the
zone.

(iii) Poles (Fig. 9l(iii)) show a wide range of orientations, but almost all of them
plunge within the SE quadrant, which, of course, is a marked contrast to the western
zone. Very few poles plunge northwards, and those that do tend to be poles to joints
rather than veins.

(iv) Intersections (Fig. 91(iv)) plunge mainly moderately-shallowly within the
northern hemisphere in a broad sweep ranging from westwards plunges through
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northwards to eastwards. This is probably just a reflection of the "clustering" of the
poles.
There is not enough data to make an interpretation of the structural pattern but the
plots are clearly showing a very different pattern from those to the west.

9.3.3 The eastern zone- poles and intersection lines (Fk.
91(v), (vi)).
These plots show similarities to both the previous zones.

(v) Poles (Fig. 9l(v),(vi))cluster mainly in the SE quadrant, especially poles to thicker
veins (c.f. "hard-bar" zone). These veins are mostly perpendicular to bedding. In
addition there is a broad girdle of poles running approximately NW-SEIvertical (c.f.
west of section). A significant number of poles plunge W-NW. There is also the
suggestion of a second girdle of poles running approximately 035175E. This pattern is
much more diffuse than that at the west of the section.

(vi) Intersections (Fig. 91(vi)) are also very diffuse. However, on close inspection the
035150E great circle is present, as is a small clustering of intersections in a shallowhorizontal NEISW direction (some plunge northwards). This again reflects the girdle
of poles and is a significant structural orientation. A broad cluster of intersections
plunging westwards does not relate to any spread of poles, but is subparallel to a
number of intersections within the hard-bar and at the west of the section (and again,
in both cases there seems to be no equivalent great circle spread of poles).

The more diffuse pattern observed in the walls of the west end of the section is, as
expected, reflected in the more diffuse patterns on the stereonet plots. The pattern
seems to contain the same basic elements as the other parts of the section.

9.3.4

Combined plots for the whole section- poles and intersections (Fig.

91(vii),(viii)).
When all the data for the whole section are presented on a single plot, a strong pattern
emerges- particularly for the intersections.
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(vii)Poles (Fig.9I(vii)) have a major cluster around 308134- 300140. These poles
belong to the veins that are parallel to bedding. The easterly plunging poles mostly
represent veins that are perpendicular to bedding (i.e. these poles fall within the
bedding planes). These are bimodal with one cluster averaging 083156 and the other
148150. A third bedding-parallel cluster of poles (i.e. veins perpendicular to bedding),
181120 is at a high angle to the other poles within the bedding. The only other cluster
of poles, 133120, are at an angle of approximately 50" to bedding.

Some of the abovementioned clusters tend to spread across the centre of the stereonet
in a vertical- very steep NE dipping, NW striking plane and also in a much less
significant plane running approximately 334155W. A broad girdle of poles surrounds
these clusters, spreading across the middle of the stereonet from NW to SE.

(viii)Intersections (Fig. 9l(viii)) show a very clear great circle spread 035150E. This
is the bedding plane. In this plot it includes a number of intersection maxima, the
most important of which is 035-215lhorizontal. This cluster spreads around the
primitive to another maximum at 22816. Also close by are maxima at 192119 and
179lhorizontal. The absolute orientations of these maxima are not so significant as the
fact that there is a spreading out of shallow-horizontal intersections in this part of the
stereonet. The spread is may be a reflection of the bimodal nature of the west- dipping,
bedding perpendicular veins (i.e. E-plunging poles) On the other hand, it could be a
small-circle spread of horizontal veins around an axis oriented NEIhorizontal. Other
lesser concentrations of intersections include 165140, 06 1135 (which roughly reflects
the minor spread of poles around 334155W) and 020125. All of these intersections fall
within or very close to the 035/50E, bedding planar spread. A significant number of
intersections plunge shallowly-moderately westwards. These may be connected with
the poles that plunge southwards or represent intersections of the two parts of the
bimodal cluster.

9.4 Discussion
The overall pattern of orientations in the open cut is remarkably simple, and actually
shows up very nicely in the picture seen in the walls. The two main orientations of
poles belong to the east dipping, bedding parallel veins, which are very common in the
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west of the section, and the west dipping planes, which are more common in the east
of the section. The latter are more diffuse, though mostly perpendicular to the eastdipping veins and therefore the bedding. They may represent a) en echelon veins or b)
the conjugate to the east-dipping veins or c) veins opening out columnar joints in a
lava flow.

It is interesting to note that within a particular part of the section veins are commonly
similarly oriented, but are in a different orientation to the veins in the next section. i.e. there is some sort of partitioning operating here. The big change in pattern within
and either side of the hard-bar seems to be most significant.

The intersections have a very simple pattern, picking out the bedding1 flow plane, to
which most of the veins are parallel. The horizontal clustering of intersections in a
NE-SW direction is very significant. It probably indicates the orientation of the
intermediate axis of strain in what is basically a plane- strain system, although the
spread of poles around the primitive is a deviation from plane strain. This spread could
represent a small circle around a NE trending horizontal axis. This is interesting, since
this is the orientation suggested for 02, above and similarly by Model I of the
underground quartz system, by the model for the carbonate system and it is also the
axis of tilting. This small circle spread of intersection lines, coupled with the strong
NW-vertical great circle spread of poles could be as a result of folding around the NEhorizontal axis. The poles, being at a high angle to the "fold-axis", would behave more
like a classical n-plot than the intersection lines, which being sub-parallel to the "foldaxis", which would tend to have a conical (small-circle) spread. This folding is
conjectural and difficult to prove, but it is worth mentioning, especially since the
suggested fold axis is parallel to the orientation for 0 2 indicated by many other features
in the system, including the folding postulated for joints in the decline, and for the
carbonate veins.

9.4.1 Types o f intersections

(Fin.92).

The numerous, evenly distributed veins of the open pit provide a good opportunity to
investigate whether different types of intersections have different orientations (see fig

57). All intersections were separated into the following types: simple stepping
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geometry (Fig. 92(i)-(iii)), simple branches (Fig. 92(iv)-(vi)), triple junctions (Fig.
92(vii)-(ix)) and other-which includes those intersections which occur between two
common vein sets (Fig. 92(x)-(xii)). A separate plot was made for each intersection
type and then a comparison made within each zone (eastern, western and "hard-bar")
and for all intersection data.

Although for each intersection type the are significant differences in pattern from zone
to zone (e.g. Figs 92 (i), (ii) and (iii)), it is clear that within each zone there is no
significant difference in orientation of intersection pattern, no matter which type of
intersection we are considering. Within all zones, each intersection-type plot is a
reflection of the pattern seen in the plot of all intersection data for that zone, within the
limitations of the small amounts of data (e.g. Figs 92 (i), (iv), (vii), (x) and (xiii)).
There is a much greater similarity in the pattern of simple stepping veins (Fig. 92(i))
and simple branches (Fig. 92 (iv)) within the eastern zone than, for example, than
there is in the simple stepping patterns of the eastern (Fig. 92(i)) and western zones
(Fig. 92 (iii)).

9.4.2 Comparison with deeper levels o f the open pit
Begbie (1997) did a small study on the 3401360mRL benches, 30m deeper into the
Empire Stockwork zone than this study, and Wills (2001) on the lowest levels of the
open pit. This allows comparison of the results of this study with the large body of
information that became available later, in order to ascertain the validity of making
inferences about the whole structure from the study of one level. Both Begbie and
Wills separate the lower levels of the pit into three zones of differing vein orientation.
These have NW striking, SW dipping veins in the western zone, variable orientations
in the central zone and NE striking, moderately west dipping veins in the eastern zone.
These are exactly equivalent to the zones presented here, and in Irwin (1993) for the
390m RL. Hence the trends and regularity of veining seen in the upper levels of the
Empire Stockwork Zone continue at depth.
There are, however, differences in textures between the upper and lower parts of the
open pit. On the 390mRL, most veins were massive, amorphous type quartz, a few
veins had a suggestion of banding and occasionally there were some quartz after
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calcite textures. There was no late calcite veining and very rare and ambiguous
crosscutting relationships. Begbie (1997) described massive grey veins, banded veins,
which are the most common type, and lastly calcite veins in consistent crosscuting
relationships. Wills (2001) reported that all the textures present in the underground
mine are also seen in the lowermost levels of the open pit. She lists symmetrical, and
colloform banding, surface ripple marks, vein breccias, pseudo-sedimentary textures
and quartz-after-calcite replacement textures. The calcite veins were mostly below the
350rnRL and not present at all above the 360mRL.

Once again this study illustrates the fact that describing a small part of an epithermal
deposit can give significant insight into some aspects of the structure of the whole
orebody. The study of the open pit differed from that of the underground deposit in
that there were many textures occurring at depth that were not present in the shallower
levels, so in some areas the open pit study was rather limited. However, the
orientations and patterns of veins were very consistent throughout the whole vein
network, and the patterns described at the 390mRL were representative of the structure
of the whole deposit.

9.4.3 Comparison with undermound system.
In order to elucidate the relationship of the open pit veining with the underground
veining, the overall plots of veins from the Empire Stockwork Zone are compared with
the overall plots for the quartz and calcite veins of the Empire Vein Zone. The results
are rather surprising.

Orientation of veins.
The plot of poles to veining in the open pit (Fig. 9l(vii)) is very similar to the plot of
poles to calcite veins from the underground mine (Fig. 78(ii)), with a spread of poles
around a steep, NW striking girdle. The poles that are bedding-perpendicular on the
open cut veins plot (Fig. 9l(vii)) are equivalent to the major cluster on the calcite vein
plot (Fig. 78), and the open pit bedding-parallel veins are represented on the calcite
vein plot by a lesser, but nonetheless significant cluster. The plot of underground
quartz (Fig. 76(ii), (v)) has very few bedding-parallel veins but the east-plunging poles
of the underground quartz are similarly oriented to some of the bedding-perpendicular
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veins of the open pit. Hence, on the whole the orientation of vein planes in the Empire
Stockwork Zone tend to be very similar to the orientations of veins in the calcite veins
rather than the quartz veins of the underground mine

Vein intersections.
On the other hand, the plot of all open pit vein intersections (Fig. 9l(viii)) is much
more similar to the pattern seen on the plot for underground quartz vein intersections
(Fig. 76(iii), (vi)) than that for underground calcite (Fig. 79 (i), (ii)). There is not the
predominance of bedding-parallel veins in the underground mine, so the beddingparallel spread of intersections is not present on the underground plot. The rest of the
pattern is rather similar, with the great majority of intersections plunging very
shallowly and spreading around the primitive (although the bearings of intersection
lines are not identical on the two plots). The plot of calcite vein intersections is
completely different from the other two (Fig. 79(i), (ii)), with intersection lines
tending to plunge moderately in the NW quadrant.

Consequencesfor control on veining.
The fact that the open pit quartz and underground calcite vein have significantly more
bedding (or lava flow plane) parallel veins than the quartz veins underground may be a
reflection of their distance from the main ore body. In other words, at Golden Cross
one of the 'background' influences on fracture formation may be an original
anisotropy in the country rock, parallel to the bedding. In the Empire Vein Zonewhich has been postulated to be a mineralised fault zone- due to the intensity of
fracturing and quartz veining, the influence of the local anisotropy may have been
overridden and masked by more regional stresses. The orientation of veins in the
underground quartz system may be a reflection of this. By inference, the most visually
obvious feature on the plot of open pit quartz veins- the large bedding-parallel clusteris not the most significant feature in terms of regional stresses (e.g. probably does not
represent the orientation of the minimum stress orientation,

03

/pole to the tension

gash), but rather a reflection of the local geology. The processes involved in opening
the bedding-parallel veins will be discussed in chapter 10. The lesser, broader
spreading cluster of southeasterly-plunging poles may represent the influence of the
most significant regional stresses operating in the open pit. This means that the open
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pit quartz vein orientations are more similar to the patterns of veining in both the
underground quartz and calcite veins than first appearances suggest.

As addressed in the last chapter, the difference in the patterns of intersection lines in
the calcite and quartz systems is very important. This means that, although the veins
are similarly oriented in all the systems (underground quartz, calcite and open pit
quartz), there are major differences in how the whole network of veins in the calcite
system was connected together - a fact that is not immediately apparent from looking
at pole orientation alone.

Putting together the arguments of the last two paragraphs it seems that overall the open
pit quartz veining compares quite well with the underground quartz veining and not so
well with the underground calcite. The differences in the patterns of the two sets of
quartz poles are probably due to the greater influence of bedding in the pit, and the
similarities in the way the networks connect together (intersection line plots) point to
formation under the same, or very similar, stress regimes. This probably means the
two quartz systems formed simultaneously.

If the veins of the Empire Vein Zone and those of the Empire Stockwork Zone
(underground and open pit quartz vein systems, respectively) belong to the same
system, can the additional data from the open pit shed any light on the relative validity
of the two models for quartz vein formation?

Quartz model I:
As discussed above, it seems that in the plots of vein orientations the most significant
feature relating to the regional stresses is the broad cluster of poles plunging in the SE
quadrant and tending to spread around the bedding orientation (plane striking NE and
dipping SE). If this is correct then it seems that the tension gash orientation and a3are
parallel to the SE plunging cluster. This fits perfectly with the first, simpler model for
quartz vein formation, which was generated using the robust signal for the
underground quartz. Again, the tilting axis of the bedding, horizontal NE is 02, and the
01

axis would plunge moderately to the NW. Again this tends to suggest vein

formation first, followed by tilting to its current orientation.
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It is important to note that if this model is correct, one would need to explain why the
bedding- parallel set of veins opened. This set is especially obvious in the open pit (i.e.
in the very highest levels of the system). They would have opened as horizontal
features. One possibility is that there was switching of stress axes between a normal
and reverse system. Sometimes 01 was vertical, and sometimes 0 3 (in which case both
the NW and SE cluster in the plot of open pit quartz would be tension gash veins,
opening in times of vertical a, and

0 3

respectively). This is possible, as there is

evidence for normal and reverse opening of veins at an outcrop scale. However, this
still requires superlithostatic fluid pressures to develop and be sustained during vein
opening. Another possible mechanism for opening horizontal veins (i.e. explosive
boiling in the highest levels of the hydrothermal system) will be discussed in chapter
10.

Quartz Model II:
The common spread of intersection lines around the periphery of the stereonet points
again to the importance of the horizontal plane. There are even fewer vertical poles in
the plot from the open pit than the underground quartz veins. There could be a
significant sample error in the number of horizontal planes observed in the pit, since
mapping was conducted only on the walls of a 2.5m high bench. However, the data
presented by later workers, who mapped the walls and floors through the full depth
range of the Empire Stockwork Zone, confirms that there was no significant swarm of
horizontal veins within the open pit (Wills, 2001). If the open pit and underground
quartz systems are one and the same, this throws still more doubt on the validity of the
"fault-valve" type model (Sibson et al. 1988) presented for the underground quartz.
One could still argue that 0 3 was, indeed, vertical and the absence of a major cluster of
vertical poles (horizontal planes) reflects the problems discussed earlier- i.e. horizontal
planes need superlithostatic fluid pressures to open them (Sibson, 1988). Furthermore,
it could be argued, the fact that there are fewer horizontal veins in the open pit than the
underground mine could reflect its proximity to the surface, and that it was more
difficult than ever to reach and maintain the very high fluid pressures required to form
horizontal veins. The argument might continue: "The greater inhibition of veins at
higher levels is further proof that

0 3

was, indeed, vertical. After all, intersection lines
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show that the horizontal orientation is structurally a very significant plane, regardless
of whether there are huge numbers of horizontal veins present."

However, realistically, if

03

were vertical, one would expect to see at least some

horizontal veins. Regardless of whether or not there was an overburden to lift, if

03

were vertical, it would be harder, not easier, to open veins in any other orientation, and
would require even greater fluid pressures than those required to open horizontal
veins.
In addition, one would expect to see horizontal intersection lines in a normal system,
with vertical a,just as much as in a reverse system. Therefore, the spread of horizontal
intersection lines in itself is not enough to prove that a3 was vertical.

It would seem from this discussion that Model I for the quartz system is apparently
more applicable to the data, although this still requires some explanation of why the
bedding-parallel veins formed in a horizontal orientation in the open pit (see chapter

10).
Summary.
The overall pattern of intersections in the open pit quartz is probably due to an
interaction of local factors and regional factors. The obvious spread of intersections
across the middle of the stereonet is due to the influence of bedding upon vein
orientation. The spread of intersections around the primitive is probably due to the
regional principal stress orientation. The clustering of intersections in the shallow N-

NE orientation is due to interaction of these two factors. The overall result is a pattern
reminiscent of, but deviating from plane strain, with 0 2 lying horizontally NNE-NE.

The calcite vein system, which crosscuts the lower levels of the open pit as well as the
underground quartz, has similarities in pattern with the pre-existing quartz regime. Its
closer resemblance to the open pit than the underground quartz is probably because of
its location, away from the main, intense veining, and so it, too, is influenced by the
bedding-parallel anisotropy, and possibly inherits a folding pattern around a
horizontal, NE- trending axis from the early joints.
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9.5 "Stockworks": A literature review.
The ore deposit in the open cut at Golden Cross has quite different characteristics from
that in the underground workings. It has been described as a 'stockwork' deposit. The
Glossary of Geology defines stockwork as "A mineral deposit consisting of a threedimensional network of planar to irregular veinlets closely enough spaced that the
whole mass can be mined. Syn. nework deposit, stringer lode." (Jackson, 1997). In the
literature the term is used to describe features associated with porphyry copper, gold,
tungsten and molybdenum, with uranium, fluorite, tin and copper-zinc-lead deposits,
and in the feeder systems for VMS and sedex type deposits and, of course epithermal
gold-silver systems.

It seems, however, that in common usage, and in the literature, 'stockwork' is used in
different ways by different people. Authors often assume that the reader understands
what is meant by the term without clearly spelling it out. In addition there appear to be
a number of assumptions which regularly come into the picture about how stockworks
form, and also their regularity. These assumptions are usually accompanied by
inadequate justification, if any at all. This results in a confusing picture when looking
at the literature overall.

For example, much of the literature on stockworks is related to porphyry deposits.
These often talk about quartz veins associated with intrusive 'stocks'. However in
many papers it is not clear exactly what is considered to be part of the stockwork and
what isn't. Sometimes it seems that 'stockwork' may include intrusives, fine fractures,
quartz veins, veinlets and disseminated ore (Clarke, 1972). Elsewhere the stockwork is
seen as the quartz veins but not the intrusion that contains them (Cole, 1981; Linnen et
al., 1987; Sillitoe, 1991). Similarly in epithermal deposits, Camus et al. (1991) are at
pains to distinguish between hydrothermal breccias, stockworks, massive and
disseminated ores, according to ore grade, form and what sulphide and gangue
minerals are present. They describe stockwork as "multidirectional veinlets of shear,
hybrid or extension origin" and say veinlets can be up to 40cm thick. It is not so clear
what form the hydrothermal brecccias and massive ores take-whether they are in pods1
veins I how big the veins are and how their appearance compares to that of the
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"stockwork". Lau (1988), on the other hand, describes stockwork as consisting of
"ladder veins", a breccia zone and crosscutting central quartz veins. Whether or not
hydrothermal alteration haloes are included in the stockwork is not always apparent
(Sillitoe, 1991b; Cunneen and Sillitoe, 1989).

It does seem, however that veins andlor veinlets always constitute at least part of the
stockwork. Vein thicknesses within stockworks vary. Mostly they seem to be on the
scale of mm to a few cm thick- e.g. Vila and Sillitoe describe veins as being 1-3cm
wide, and Sillitoe (1994) has veins 0.2-5cm wide. Camus et al. (1991) describe their
stockwork as being made up of veins which are mostly 1-15mm wide, but locally
reach widths of 40cm.

Different types of stockwork are often mentioned in the same paper without definition
of the different types. Burmistrov et al. (1990), in describing porphyry
molybdenum/tungsten deposits, describes a vertical change from "typical stockwork
deposits" to "vein stockwork" then finally a "vein ore body." Distinguishing features
are not clearly defined, but relate to thickness and spacing of veins. "Typical
stockwork" has thinner veins and more per cubic metre than the "vein ore body", with
"vein stockwork" transitional between the two. Vila and Sillitoe (1991) describe
porphyry-type stockworks as distinct from other types, without stating what the
differences are. However, Sillitoe (1991a) clearly spells out his definition of a
porphyry stockwork deposit as exhibiting

"a temporal and spatial relationship

between gold mineralization and porphyry stock.. . shown by the presence of porphyry
phases and intrusion emplacement during or between stages of stockwork
development. ..such intra or inter mineralization features confirm that mineralization is
truly of the porphyry type and not merely as an overprint unrelated to porphyry
development." In Sillitoe (1991b), low sulphidation adularia-sericite type epithermal
deposits are mentioned as one of the non porphyry-type stockwork deposits.

Another important feature of stockworks that is treated in different ways by different
authors, is the presence or absence of a preferred orientation of veins and veinlets
within the stockwork. A number of approaches are listed.
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a) Some early papers seem to show a prejudice which assumes that the veins ought
to be randomly oriented, even where there is evidence to the contrary. Clark
(1972) says that ccstockwork structure is common, but does not mask
systematically oriented fractures."

b) Many papers do not address the question at all. Westra and Keith (1981) relate
stockwork molybdenum deposits to -among other things- tectonic setting, but do
not look at structural characteristics at all. They are not alone. Many authors either
do not mention orientations of veinlets at all or else go as far as saying
stockworks comprise "complex multiple fracture sets",

"

irregular multidirectional

veinlets" or "multidirectional veinlets of shear, hybrid or extensional origin", but
present no structural analysis whatsoever (Titley, 1999; Cunneen and Sillitoe,
1989; Camus et al., 1991).

c) Sometimes a preferred orientation of zones of stockwork is noted (Nekasov,
1975; Sillitoe, 1994) but the orientation of veins within the zones not analysed.
Cole (1981) mentions that veins parallel the granite stock but only states that they
have "diverse orientations".

Whilst Burnham (1979) doesn't actually mention

stockwork, the processes he describes includes the formation of "myriad
fractures" in association with porphyry emplacement. The caption of his Figure
3Sb, entitled "Schematic cross section", reads "chaotic line pattern represents
extensive fracture system that also developed during this period of activity." The
diagram itself shows a very regular fracture pattern, and the use of the word
"chaotic" in the caption may be a reflection of the same common assumption
about stockworks having a random structure. In the text of the same paper,
however, Burnham does also state that many of the fractures in the system should
be steep.

d) There are, on the other hand, many papers which present very detailed structural
analysis of veins within stockwork zones- especially where they reflect a very
clear preferred orientation which comes across on a number of scales and in a
variety of other features. Goossens and Hollister (1973) show that the two most
common orientations of veinlets within the stockwork parallel two major faults in
the area. They commonly see the same orientations in intrusives, hydrothermal
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alteration, mineralization and dynamic foliation of the intrusion. Similarly, Vila
and Sillitoe (1991) note a preponderance of steeply dipping, NW-striking veinlets,
and see the same preferred orientation in faults, veins, stockworks, breccia dikes
and soil geochemical anomalies. Of particular interest to mining companies, some
papers relate preferred orientations of veins in stockworks to ore grade
anisotropylpreferred orientation. (Lindsay, 1995; Lindsay, 1997). Other authors
presenting detailed structural analysis of veins and stockworks include Val-kov
(1988) and Lindsay and Zentilli (1995). Linnen et al. (1987) go as far as to say
that stockwork deposits present "a unique opportunity for understanding the
structural controls of ore deposition."

Some authors analyse not only orientations of veins within stockworks, but also vein
thicknesses, spacing, frequency and in some cases use these to calculate permeabilities
and other features (Val-kov, 1988; Lindsay and Zentilli, 1995). In more recent years
fractal analyses have been conducted on stockworks showing a self-similarity on
several scales (e.g. Loriga, 1999). Fracture abundance is related to ore grade by Titley
(1999).
When considering the mechanism of formation of stockwork, hydrofracture is often
assumed - or directly stated- to be the primary cause. This is often accompanied by no
justification-or insufficient justification at best. (Camus et al., 1991; Lau, 1988). This
is an assumption may be the root of the earlier ideas mentioned above that veins in
stockworks are randomly oriented. Linnen et al. (1987) are among those who see the
formation of stockworks as intimately related to the intrusion of the porphyry stocknot so much by the force of emplacement as by cooling and pressure of boiling fluids.
Also in relation to this, Sillitoe (1991) notes that structural localisation is much more
important in the case of non-porphyry stockworks such as adularia-sericite-type
epithermal deposits. It may be that porphyry stockworks are less structured (or more
complexly structured) than epithermal deposits. This may be one of the roots of the
commonly held- but incorrect- beliefs which still prevail among many geologists, that
stockworks consist of randomly oriented veins.
It seems that, in order eliminate confusion in the international literature, the term
'stockwork' should either be abandoned or more carefully defined. The definition
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could include very fixed parameters for vein spacing and thicknesses to distinguish
stockworks from more isolated veins. If 'stockwork' refers only to the veinlets
themselves, the term 'stockwork zone' could be used to define the whole of the rock,
including alteration, intrusions etc found within the locality of the stockwork.
For the purpose of this study I define the term 'stockwork' as consisting of any
regularly structured three-dimensional network of veins or veinlets. I include all the
veins studied in the open pit, which are <lmrn- 40cm thick, and have frequencies
ranging from 3-18 veinslm (i.e. spacing 33-5.6cm respectively). The structure of the
stockwork is a very important characteristic, which should not be understated. It may
be used to tell a great deal about the conditions which the deposit experienced at the
time of its formation and should therefore be included in the definition of the term.

